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SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION: THE PRINCIPLE AND THE PRACTICE 
The principle and the practice of conserving the soil and water of Missouri 
were delved into at a seminar held in Columbia November 11-12, 1982. Eighteen 
speakers addressed issues ranging from the loftiest goals of society to how to make 
no-till work, and 150 persons attending took part in open discussion. 
Papers given at the seminar are published here. 
The seminar was tenth in a series devoted to Agricultural Marketing and Pol-
icy. This year's was sponsored by the College of Agriculture and the Extension 
Division of the University of Missouri-Columbia. The seminar including this publi-
cation was funded from the Agricultural Marketing and policy Forum Fund, which is 
a part of the UMC Development Fund. 
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RESOURCES OF THE SOIL: PRIVATE MANAGEMENT 
FOR SOCIAL SURVIVAL 
M.M. Kelso 
Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics 
University of Arizona 
To open this seminar I ask three questions that seem to be implicit in the 
title assigned me, and appropriate to discussions of soil and water conservation. 
The first is, "What aspect of soil resources will I focus on?" Soil as a 
resource is a complex mixture of things and interactions. It is the firm surface 
on which we build, stand, and move about. It is a complex mixture of physical 
compounds and of physical and chemical interactions within itself and with the 
surrounding precipitation, air, and sunlight. It contains a bewildering number of 
biological forms that interact with the environment to produce numerous organic 
compounds. This complex mix of things, processe~ and interactions and their 
biochemical products are the factory within which much of mankind's activities take 
place. It is a major part of the natural environment for mankind's existence. 
Soil is too complex for treatment of each component individually. But it 
is also too complex to be discussed simply as "the soil resource." So I break it 
down into three broad categories that are significant fQr exploring policy issues 
for its management for social survival. 
Economists define these sub-categories (which are applicable to any natural 
resource, not just soil) as the fund resource attributes and the flow resource 
attributes; and, for some purposes;-they also segregate the water component of soil 
because of water's fluid, fugitive character. 
A flow resource is one in which the usable (or detrimental) units become 
available as a flow through successive points in time. Flow attributes of the soil 
are illustrated by soil fertility, tilth, soil moisture, precipitation, sunlight, 
the flow of water on the surface or underground (the latter we call "recharge"), 
the growth of natural forage (we call it "range"), the growth of timber, and the 
like. 
Using these successive "flowing" units as they arise need not affect the flow 
of succeeding units of the resource if the flow is "natural" or "pure." If the 
flowing units can be and are stored, they convert, usually within a very short time, 
into a fund resource, but this can be thought of simply as a temporarily delayed or 
diverted flow. 
A feature of a flow resource is that the units must be used as they arise 
(with at most a short delay in storage). If that is not done the units are lost 
or wasted; nor can they be "overused," for they are used only as they arise. Irre-
spective of what managers of resources do with them, the endless succession of units 
will come marching along unaffected. 
However, the way by which the flow of usable resource units is extracted, or 
harvested for use, may adversely affect the underlying fund from which these flows 
arise and, hence, the future flows. Furthermore, if the flow of usable productive 
units has been stimulated to greater than "natural" volume of flow by various tech-
nical and management practices, the underlying fund from which the flow arises may 
likewise be detrimentally affected and the future flow jeopardized. 
In both instances, it is not the use of the flow that is depleting or degrading, 
but the adverse effect the technique of extraction may have on the underlying fund. 
Because of these characteristics of the flow attributes of any resource, in-
cluding the soil, the problem of their management poses only two issues, themselves 
related: (1) to use the flow itself efficiently, and (2) to minimize the waste (or 
loss) of usable units. Thus, flow resources pose no management problems for social 
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survival, but only those of maximizing social welfare from their on-going current 
use. 
stated differently, flow attributes of a resource present no time-related 
problems in their management. In that lies the crucial difference in a contrast 
with a fund resource. 
A fund resource or attribute of a resource consists of a "stock" or "body" of 
the resource to which man cannot add (though he may discover additional quantities), 
and the units of which he cannot use without depleting or degrading the fund. The 
best management can do, in some cases, is to restore a depleted or degraded fund by 
drawing on a different flow fund for the purpose. 
Fund resource attributes of the soil are illustrated by the body and structure 
of the soil itself, so subject to degradation or depletion by erosion and loss of 
fertility; by the movement and deposition of silts and gravels; by degradation of 
range or timber; by "overdraft" Of' groundwater or of surface storage of water; and 
by the secondary depletion of other funds used to restore lost soil fertility (as 
mining phosphate rock for fertilizer). 
Resource managers can sometimes convert a flow resource to a fund by stimula-
ting an "artificial flow" greater than the "natural" rate. That is, the resource 
can be converted to flow faster than it can be restored naturally, technologically, 
or economically. pumping underground water faster than its recharge is an example. 
Furthermore, even the choice of method of extracting or harvesting a flow re-
source may adversely affect the underlying resource attributes, giving them the 
features of a fund. Thus it is that the basic resource, soil, though capable of 
producing perpetually, may be depleted indirectly by the way the flow resource is 
extracted or harvested in its management. 
The resource of the soil is a fund when it is depleted directly through such 
activities as selling top soil as soil or sod, or b~ pumping and selling ground-
water (in excess of recharge) to a municipality or ~ndustry. 
However, a more significant depletion of a fund resource in modern agricul-
ture is the use of mineral fertilizers, petroleum for power and for petro-chemicals, 
and ores for the metals used in manufacture of agricultural machines. In these in-
stances, the soil where the agricultural production takes place may not itself be 
depleted, but in a sense a significant depletion is being exported somewhere else --
out of sight, out of mind. That is, the minerals are being depleted. 
The crucial problem in management of a fund resource relates to costs and 
opportunities through time. Like any saving and investing, management of a fund 
resource poses problems such as whether or not to deplete it, and if I choose to 
deplete, how fast shall be the rate? What are the risks and uncertainties, and 
the costs and profit opportunities? When and how can or should I reverse the 
process and restore the fund partially or wholly? 
These are the crucial management questions in dealing with a fund resource. 
They are quite unlike the problems presented by flow resources, and in a broad 
sense they can be crucial questions for social survival. 
costs and opportunities in managing a fund resource will be appraised differ-
ently from person to person and often, even usually, differently between individuals 
and collectives such as governments and society. Here is the nub of the social sur-
vival issue in managing resources including soil. 
In a state of nature or a simpler technological past, man's use of the soil 
resource rested on its attributes as a flow resource -- on the flow of biochemical 
compounds generated naturally from its underlying fund of minerals and biochemicals. 
Those compounds were used, in agriculture at least, directly by plants and indirect-
ly by animals to produce the products sought by man. The kind and quantity of pro-
ducts man could produce £rom the soil were largely limited by the character and 
quantity of the flow resource attribute. Management for survival depended on how 
efficiently the on-going flow was used. 
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For millennia man did little to affect the flow. He was unable to influence 
significantly the flow arising from the underlying fund -- nature might do that, 
but not he. Man was the passive victim or beneficiary of nature's whims. 
It can be argued that this picture is too positive -- that man did on occa-
sion use more than the flow product of soil and mine the fund. A point of 
view was expressed by W.C. Lowdermilk of the Soil Conservation Service. Lowdermilk 
describes the decline, even disappearance, of societies over several millennia pre-
sumably due to depletion and degradation of their underlying soil resource. He 
cites Egypt, the Middle East, and China. It has also been argued by some historians 
that the decline of the Roman Empire may be associated, at least in part, with the 
decline of agricultural output in its vassal states, which restricted the Roman 
food supply. It thus appears that at least in arid or semi-arid areas even the 
primitive agricultural technology of those ancient times converted more of the 
soil's fund components into flow than could be restored. So, in arid environments 
especially, even primitive agricultural technology may have been too depleting and 
degrading of the fragile soil resource to allow social survival. 
Modern technological know-how has drastically changed all that. Man is no 
longer merely a passive victim or beneficiary of nature's whims. To an increasing 
degree he manages nature to enhance the beneficial flows (or decrease the harmful 
ones) and in so doing may change significantly the underlying attributes of the 
soil from which the flows arise. Thereby hangs much of the contemporary concern 
about soil management for social survival. 
Managing the soil to enhance the usable flow of products from it may deplete 
or degrade the soil's underlying fund, and often does so. At some time there will 
be an end to that, the antithesis of survival! 
We see the process clearly in "soil mining," in "soil erosion," and in fall-
ing groundwater tables. But we also may, if we look, see it indirectly (and less 
clearly) in the increase of output from soil by applying inputs to it that are 
fund resources drawn from metal ore and energy deposits, as I noted above. still 
another kind of indirect fund depletion occurs in the resource costs of marketing, 
processing, and transportation of agricultural inputs and agricultural products. 
To summarize, the first question implicit in my title demands that we segre-
gate the fund, the flow, and, where significant, the water components in the soil 
resource in order that we may explore meaningfully the management and social sur-
vival questions, to which I next turn. 
Private Management in an Institutional Setting 
A second question drawn from my title is, "What do we mean by -- what is the 
significance of -- 'private management'?" 
The first question I asked focused on the natural environment. The second 
one deals with the social or institutional environment. Clearly, interactions of 
natural and social environments generate the consequence in terms of social sur-
vival or decline. 
Institutional issues of most concern to us are: (1) the land tenure or prop-
erty rights that prevail; and (2) where the decision-making power for management of 
the soil resource, and restraints on that management, are lodged by the rules of 
society. 
Note that the title for this paper does not say "private ownership" but "pri-
vate management." Private ownership, even private owner-operatorship, is not nec-
essary for private management. The locus of management authority, not the locus 
of ownership, is What is crucial in soil management, although the two may be inter-
related. 
I believe there is ample evidence that private management is a necessary 
though not always a sufficient condition for efficient production from the soil re-
source in agriculture. But private management must take place within a framework 
of public institutions designed to guide that management in desirable social direc-
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tions or away from harmful ones -- for social survival no less! 
Flow resources including those of the soil when used to produce products that 
their producers are able to withhold from the market are clearly managed most effi-
ciently by private entrepreneurs guided by market competition. Thus, use of natural 
or pure flow resources from the soil raises no special problems for social survival. 
The pure flow resources themselves and the products resulting from their use are 
perpetually reproducible, and the products are perpetually changeable in form and 
character as values change. The private manager makes a perpetual succession of 
short-run alterable decisions. 
Thus, under competitive conditions and flow resources, the private benefit and 
the social benefit coincide. As I pointed out above, agriculture historically de-
pended largely on the natural or pure flow resource components in soil and water. 
For this reason, private management with little or no public input historically 
generated social efficiency in soil resource use, especially in humid areas. His-
torically, public policy was concerned only to insure that institutions for land 
tenure or property rights were adequate for efficiency in use of soil resources. 
It did not extend to questions of social guidance or control of management decisions. 
Moreover, tenure or property institutions were regarded as adequate if they gave 
the manager security of tenure (access to land) so that he would receive the fruits 
of his management decisions (though he would also be saddled with losses from errors.) 
Parenthetically, I point out that the security of tenure issue has been the central 
problem in conservation use of public range lands in the West, which is my locale, 
since the days of conflict between individual cattlemen, between cattlemen and sheep-
men, and between ranchers and farmers; and it is the underlying source of the Sage-
brush Rebellion today. But apart from these disputes in the western range lands, 
in the united States from the opening of the nineteenth century through the first 
third of the twentieth, essentially all questions about social efficiency and social 
survival in agricultural use of the soil resource were concerned with questions of 
land tenure. They were questions of tenancy, private ownership, mortgaged owner-
ship, transfer of ownership between users and between generations, existence of a 
land market, and availability of real estate credit and appropriate credit institu-
tions. About the only questions not lodged within land tenure were those about ade-
quate markets and transportation facilities. 
During the last half of that period, the extensive development of irrigation 
agriculture in the western United States introduced an 'added focus, that of ade-
quate property rights in surface flowing water. This led to the development of the 
appropriation method of securing producer property rights in the use of surface 
water, so as to give the manager the necessary security of expectations in his 
access to that water in farm production. 
with the rapid technological change in agriculture during the 65 years since 
World War I, agricultural use of the soil resource has increasingly stimulated the 
underlying fund component of the soil to increase its yield of resources -- that 
is, the production from it. The underlying fund component may thus be depleted or 
degraded in order to generate more than the natural or pure flow. An inevitable 
consequence of private management decisions may be a long-run decline in soil pro-
ductivity, a threat to social survival that conflicts with short-run benefit of lar-
ger agricultural output. 
To say such detrimental consequences are inevitable is perhaps too strong. 
If the depleted-degraded fund resource part of the soil is capable of being re-
stored and means to do so are economical and available to the private managers, no 
social problem will exist -- provided social institutions of tenure (access to 
land) protect the manager's security of expectations for the period of his invest-
ment cycle. A social ingredient, though, is to make the process economical, and 
particularly necessary are fairly low interest rates. In the context of recent 
monetary policy, the latter condition seems "iffy." 
On the other hand, depletion-degradation of the fund component of the soil 
resource may be even more of a threat than it appears to be on the surface, for the 
reason given above. The available substitutes that seem to prevent it may involve 
simply shifting the depletion-degradation problem to metallic ores and energy-bear-
ing minerals. 
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Technological changes of the past 40 or 50 years have had yet another im-
pact on fund versus flow resource use in agriculture. It is the impact on ground-
water. The greatly increased efficiency of deep well pumps and of deep well drill-
ing machinery together with cheap sources of power led to a virtual explosion of 
groundwater extraction for irrigation in humid and sub-humid as well as arid areas. 
Surface water is almost solely a flow resource. The user can do little to 
affect its flow because it is largely a result of climate and natural precipitation, 
both of which are still beyond man's control. About all man can do is store surplus 
flows from floods or high rainfall to be drawn on later when the flow is deficient. 
But groundwater is largely a fund resource. Its flow component, which we call 
recharge, is usually very small. The rapid expansion of groundwater extraction has 
led in almost all instances to progressive depletion of its fund component. 
Two problems with regard to groundwater have thus emerged -- frantic efforts 
(1) to create property rights in groundwater so as to give security of tenure expec-
tations to groundwater users, and (2) to impose some social controls on the rate of 
extraction in order to protect the groundwater fund from depletion or at least 
lessen the rate. 
Thus, to restate briefly, my second question relative to private management 
leads us to look at its impact on the fund component as compared to the flow component 
of the soil resource. We recognize that under some circumstances what is good for 
the private individual may not be good for the whole of all individuals over time. 
The Object of Social Survival 
I now ask my third and last question. It is, what is the meaning and signifi-
cance of social survival? 
This is the bottom line of the policy analysis problem. Like all bottom lines, 
it is the most intractable problem of all. The intractability of the social sur-
vival objective stems from at least two perplexing considerations: (1) the meaning 
and complexity of the term "social," and (2) what is meant by "survival." 
"Social" and "society" are collective terms; they imply some notion of the 
"all," the totality, the aggregate -- not persons or individuals as such. But 
only persons make decisions, because only persons are organisms with minds. Socie-
ties are not that, but societies are more than mere mobs of decision making persons. 
What societies must have that distinguishes them from mere mobs of individuals are 
sets of commonly held beliefs and values. 
Among such beliefs and values are those for the perpetuation, for the survival, 
of society itself. These are usually held strongly. But, also held strongly, espe-
cially in western democratic societies, are values for the freedom of each indivi-
dual to realize his own notion of what values to maximize and what constitutes their 
maximization. 
Hence we have built-in conflict between individuals as such and the collec-
tives of individuals of which each is a part, as to what each means by survival. 
At one extreme, it can mean acting so as to secure one's own survival and to maximize 
his welfare. "Let my descendants look out for themselves, for what have they done 
for me lately?" is a matching sentiment. At the other extreme, survival can mean 
acting from a strong sense of stewardship so as to perpetuate resources and insti-
tutions that can be enjoyed by one's descendants as much or more than by oneself. 
Social survival thus is an ethical question in a time dimension. Thereby hangs 
its intractability as a policy question, for it contains two difficult questions: 
(1) what ethics? and (2) what time horizon? Every policy is an expression of an 
ethical philosophy and a conception of thefutu. re. 
What is the actual situation? To what extent do today's managers concern 
themselves with future persons, and to what time horizon (an ethical question)? 
Moreover, what courses of action are open to them (a technical, analytical question)? 
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Lacking a clear-cut consensus on an answer to either question we argue. 
But we hope we can reach a workable decision, all the time keeping our fingers 
crossed. 
Fund-flow Resources 
So far I have discussed soil as a flow resource and soil as a fund resource. 
Yet in the first published work on the economics of soil conservation of which I am 
aware, A.C. Bunce of Iowa State College classified resources in just this way, fund 
and flow, but added a third class that he called "fund-flow." Agriculturally speak-
ing, the soil is to be seen as a pure flow resource when one looks at surface water, 
at the release of natural fertility, and the growth of natural forage and timber. 
It appears to be a pure fund resource when examining ground water, when removing and 
selling surface soil and subsoils or gravels, minerals, and petroleum. 
Yet in most respects soil for agriculture is neither pure flow nor pure fund. 
To a large degree the soil resource is only in small part a pure flow resource that 
cannot be harmed to matter how it is used -- that may be used inefficiently but not 
exploitively. It is also only in small part a pure fund resource that can only be 
depleted if used at all, that can only be conserved by not using it. 
The soil resource, viewed agriculturally, is largely a fund-flow resource that 
can be used without depletion (flow) and can also be used to deplete (fund), but 
(this is crucial) its productivity can within rather wide limits be restored tech-
nologically, even economically. Soil can be used in cycles of depletion and restora-
tion -- in fact, in some instances it can only be used in that manner (when harvest-
ing a "long cycle" timber crop, for example, or any other "long cycle" enterprise 
such as renovating orchards). It may be used in ways midway between these extremes 
short cycles of depletion and restoration, such as intensive cropping followed by 
periods of a nitrogen-fixing tilth-restoring crop such as alfalfa (called a long 
rotation) • 
The soil resource can be used so as to produce agriculturally forever like a 
pure flow resource. On the other hand, it can be forced to produce more abundantly 
in the short run to the advantage of then living persons, but at the expense of its 
fund component and future persons. 
We come back to the question of how responsible for future peoples' well-being 
present private managers should feel. This is a problem in applied ethics. In 
other words, what applied ethical philosophy shall we embrace and how shall we en-
fOrce it on the uninformed, the recalcitrant, and the selfish? And how can we de-
fine which among the m'any ethics and the many ways of attaining it has the greatest 
value for the future well-being, even survival, of our descendants? 
In the interest of social survival how can private soil managers be induced, 
how can they be led as by an invisible hand through social institutions and social 
actions, to accept appropriate value preferences and make the socially "right" 
operating decisions? 
Because only living individuals make decisions, it is obvious that whatever 
is done to this end must be directed to living individuals, not to some amorphous 
entity called society. These individuals are mentally competent adult citizens, 
not dead persons, not children, not mentally incompetent adults, nor persons yet 
unborn -- in other words, they are responsible adults living at the moment of de-
cision. 
Conservation of fund resources will take place to a level satisfying the values 
and preferences for conservation -- the conservation ethic -- held by competent 
adults as mediated through economic competition and political democracy. 
crucial to values pertaining to conservation for survival are (1) the time 
horizon that defines the future, and (2) the intensity of concern felt for what will 
accrue to future individuals within that time horizon. Thus, if the current level of 
conservation is regarded as unsatisfactory, the focus must be on the ethical norms 
of stewardship for the well-being of future persons held by the here-and-now popula-
tion -- including both economic and political decision makers. If a higher level of 
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conservation seems desirable, it will be attained only if economic and political 
decision makers can be brought to an enhanced level of ethical concern for future 
persons. 
It may seem to follow that attention need only be focused on individuals who 
are the private managers of soil resources. All we need do is broaden the individual 
manager's sense of stewardship -- his conservation ethic -- in handling soil resources 
entrusted to him. Done to perfection, such an effort could raise the level of con-
servation of soil for social survival without social rules and irtstitutions directed 
explicitly to that end. 
The trouble, of course, is that not all individuals are alike and not all will 
respond. Efforts directed only at the conservation ethic of individual soil managers 
will be doomed to fall short. Such a narrow effort might make libertarians happy, 
because it leaves each individual manager free to follow his own ethics without re-
straint by "society." It will nevertheless fall short of its goal fully to curb 
soil exploitation for survival. Some individual managers will totally ignore the 
effort. Others will follow a lead so long as sacrifices asked are minimal. 
We need to broaden private managers' sense of stewardship. But that would not 
foreclose a need for social action, for social rules and institutions designed to that 
end. Also, effort must be directed not only at soil managers but at all citizens 
to attain an enhanced sense across the whole of the society of the importance of 
stewardship, of the conservation ethic, of soil management for survival. It is not 
a matter, though, of whether social action is necessary, but that social action be-
gins with enlightening soil users and all those dependa~t on products of the soil 
about the imperative importance of the conservation eth~c in their individual manage-
ment and in public policy decisions, if conservation of the soil for social survival 
is to be attained. 
Thus social action begins with a program of education in social ethics but ex-
tends to translating ethics into institutions that will restrain or coax laggards, 
recalcitrants, and the selfish into socially beneficial management. Thus is posed 
the "bottom line" policy question -- a question we as a society are woefully unpre-
pared to answer. We are not sure what changes in our ethical standards for conserva-
tion are needed and by what means they may be brought about. I believe, though, 
that a significant change in our current ethical notions will be required. Here-
tofore our ethics have called for maximum efficiency in technical production from the 
soil. We have sought educational, knowledge-getting, property, market, and political 
institutions designed to attain maximum technical efficiency. Little or no attention 
has been paid to whether such an ethic is adequate for maximum well-being in a 
long time horizon, hence for survival -- even whether the question is admissable. 
Therefore, little or no attention has been paid to how one might engineer any such 
change in that ethical base. 
In fact, our "ethics" have been pretty much off-limits as a subject for 
analytical study or as something about which it might be acceptable to engineer 
change. 
Unfortunately, we do not know very much about how to demonstrate analytically 
the merits of alternative ethics, nor to choose the right time horizon. We are 
unpracticed in calculating the present value of the consequences that would flow 
from alternative ways we manage our resources. 
We do know quite a bit about showing how an individual's decisions impinge 
on him or on his immediate descendants. What we do not know is how to evaluate 
policy decisions that impinge on intangible, shadowy future persons or on that 
vague entity called merely society. 
Yet policy decisions must be made in spite of our ignorance, hence our re-
liance on faith, on luck, on muddling through, on emotions, on ideologies -- and on 
crossed fingers. Those among us who think conscientiously about such matters admit 
to a disturbing sense of unease. 
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Summary 
What can be said by way of summary of this discussion of private management 
of soil resources for social survival? 
perhaps we can best put it in terms of unresolved problems and the direction 
that possible solutions likely must take. 
First, let us take the institution of property in soil resources and the nec-
essary security of tenure expectations with which that institution must clothe the 
soil manager~ 
(a) Security of tenure and expectations gained through ownership rights in 
land are pretty well defined, understood, and accepted. Not much needs 
doing here. 
(b) But insofar as tenancy may be involved in crop and livestock farming and 
in grazing of public lands, we have not accomplished much toward attain-
ing security of tenure expectations for managers, even after a century 
of research, analysis, and recommendations. 
(c) OWnership or other right of access to both surface and underground water 
is still clouded by a primitive security of tenure expectation. We 
have made some progress at understanding the nature of the problem but 
have only recently begun analyses and experiments with applied solutions. 
Second is the problem of depletion and degradation of the fund component of 
soil and water resources. The solution of this problem is a must for social survival. 
We still confront the crucial problem of how to reconcile the relatively short-
run time horizon of the private manager with the long-run (even perpetual) time 
horizon of society. Failing to resolve it, we make management decisions today that 
result in depletion-degradation consequences tomorrow. 
Ours is an individualistic democratic capitalist culture. Conflict is inherent 
between the here and now interests of flesh and blood persons and the hopes and 
wishes of the intangible, amorphous individuals and society of tomorrow. We place 
great emphasis on the rights of individual freedom of choice and, usually, little 
or no emphasis on the corollary of responsibility for the right of access of future 
persons to opportunities for freedom of choice in their turn. We know very little 
philosophically or analytically about how to resolve these inherent conflicts. We 
even are hardly yet able to recognize that there is such a problem, yet recogniz-
ing a problem is absolutely essential to doing anything about it. 
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SOIL EROSION IN MISSOURI: AN INVENTORY 
Chris J. Johannsen 
Professor of Agronomy 
As a state Extension specialist I have the opportunity to travel across our 
state many times throughout the year. I've always been impressed by the many 
beautiful landscapes of Missouri and how fortunate I am to be a paid "tourist" in 
a state with so many beautiful contrasts. Missouri is indeed a state where the 
north meets south and the east meets west in geology, soils, crops, climate, and 
people. 
It is interesting to observe the large bales in a hay field in Grundy county, 
the wooded Ozarks in Shannon county, the Missouri River bottomlands in Carroll county, 
a rolling orchard in Howard county, a large level field in Stoddard county, or may-
be one of our many lakes such as Lake of the Ozarks in Morgan county. As I view 
these different landscapes, it is sometimes difficult to determine if anything is 
wrong. Yet, something is very wrong and even the untrained eye can observe it. 
Missouri has a very serious soil erosion problem. 
Fifteen years ago we talked about an impending water shortage. The Ogallala 
aquifer was dropping and we were using more water than we were putting back. About 
10 years ago, we talked about a food crisis. The World Food Conference in Rome 
called our attention to a shortage of food and its distribution as well as the many 
starving people on the globe. About four years ago, we talked about an energy 
crisis and its impacts. In all of these cases, we held national and international 
conferences, and published volumes of data and testimony. Later, the public assumed 
the problems were solved. All three of these crises are still present. The 
Ogallala aquifer is still dropping, people are still starving, and we still have a 
shortage of energy materials. I would hope that we do not treat soil erosion in 
the same manner as we have the other crises that we have dealt with in the past. 
The Problem and Its Location 
Soil erosion is really a geologic process that has been going on for millions 
of years. It became a severe problem in this nation during the 1930s, when the 
Soil Erosion Service was formed, later to become the Soil Conservation Service. We 
have spent considerable money since the 1930s, so why has not the problem been 
solved? I could wonder, though, how much worse the problem would be now if we had 
not had strong conservation programs. 
For a time we made major advances on the problem, but then came changes in 
government programs, increases in equipment size, and a growth in foreign trade. 
Adverse effects of soil erosion on the productivity of our land were masked by other 
factors. New and more productive crop varieties coupled with heavy use of fer-
tilizers, better control of pests and crop diseases, and improved tillage and plant-
ing methods resulted in yield increases despite loss of topsoil. 
While these technological increases may have masked the permanent effects of 
soil erosion, they did not eliminate them. Farmers are so dependent on technology 
that they would do almost anything to survive. Fewer farmers today have a strong 
conservation ethic than in the past. Perhaps farm as well as non-farm people need 
to redevelop a conservation ethic. This seems especially true as we look at Mis-
souri's problems. 
Missouri has over 44 million acres, 42 million of which are privately owned. 
Three million acres are not available to agriculture as they are used for urban, 
transportation, water, and other non-farm uses. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the 
nearly 39 million remaining agricultural acres as well as the number of acres need-
ing some form of conservation treatment. 
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Table 1 
Missouri's Agricultural Land and Its Conservation Needs 
Agricultural Acreage Needing conservation 
use Total practices 
Cropland 14,573,000 10,820,000 
Grassland 12,858,000 9,130,000 
Forest land 10,832,000 9,629,000 
Other land in farms 216,000 209,000 
Farmsteads 422 1 000 
Total 38,901,000 29,838,000 
Missouri's erosion rate is 10.9 tons per cropland acre per year, adding to 
nearly 160 million tons of soil loss each year. During 1982, when spring rains 
were heavy, the cropland loss was estimated at nearly 22 tons per acre. It is 
estimated that $4 worth of nutrients are lost in each ton. This would amount to a 
loss of nearly a billion dollars each year in Missouri in addition to the soil loss. 
I wonder what a ton of topsoil is worth? 
To make our erosion rates more meaningful, let us assume that a ton of topsoil 
is roughly equivalent to a cubic yard. An inch of topsoil covering an acre would 
weigh approximately 165 tons. Six inches of topsoil, the depth of normal cultiva-
tion, weigh about 1,000 tons. Therefore an estimate of losing 10 tons of soil per 
acre per year means that one would lose an inch of topsoil every 10 to 20 years. 
One would lose the entire six inches of topsoil (if it were topsoil) in about 100 
years. 
The northern part of Missouri has lost cow-calf operations as many pasture 
lands have been plowed and put into row crops. In Atchison county alone, with the 
use of satellite images we recently documented that 70 percent of the county is now 
in row crops. This contrasts with five years ago when less than 50 percent of the 
county area was in row crops. During the past five years, in most counties of 
northern Missouri 35 to 50 percent of pasture areas have been plowed and put in row 
crops. 
In northeast Missouri, which contains deep loess hills, erosion rates have 
been as high as 50 tons of soil loss per acre per year. Many road ditches were 
completely silted in. County highway engineers were among the first persons to 
complain about the ditches being filled, as they did not have enough money budgeted 
to remove the dirt. 
In the west central part of Missouri, many of the productive soils are developed 
on acid shale materials with loess or windblown topsoil. This area, called the 
Cherokee Prairie, has many severe erosion problems and receives little pUblicity, 
primarily because erosion rates are not as high as in the northwest portion of the 
state. The nearly level to gently sloping areas are farmed intensively. As the 
water intake is lower due to slightly heavy textured surface soil, erosion rates 
are normally high. Some of the steeply sloping areas, normally in pasture, are 
now row cropped. If recent erosion rates continue, the loss of topsoil and expo-
sure of more acid subsoils will be a very serious problem to the agricultural eco-
nomy of the area. 
Missouri's Ozarks have bottomland areas that are usually row cropped. Much 
of the upland has very shallow soils with little topsoil. Any erosion is a major 
problem since the topsoils are thin and subsoil materials are usually infertile. 
The Bootheel area contains soils that are formed in alluvium either in flood-
plain or terrace positions. The soils are very deep and vary in texture from clay 
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to loamy sands. The major erosion problem is wind erosion. Increasingly, more 
attention is being paid to this problem. 
Inventory and Monitoring 
Missouri's Soil Conservation Service is currently collecting Multi-resource 
Inventory data. Data are being obtained as field personnel take records for three 
locations within each of a number of Primary Sample units (PSU). A PSU contains 
approximately 160 acres. 
The data so collected contain information about soils, crops, wildlife 
habitat, erosion, and many other factors. The data are placed in a computer format 
by the Geographic Resources Center at UMC, so as to allow retrieval in a variety 
of formats. Maps such as the general soil map, vegetative soil map, hydrologic 
unit map, and county bouhdaries have been entered into the computer. Data can be 
retrieved on the basis of these units as well as displayed in map forms so· that one 
can visualize trends and occurences. 
Additionally, the Geographic Resources Center has been analyzing LANDSAT 
satellite data for determining specific land cover for a location such as a county. 
This information also provides the basis for updating some of the multi-resource 
data on a yearly basis. Use of this technology will give Missourians information 
that is location-specific and readily combined with other information for timely 
planning and decisions. 
Where are We Headed? 
Our present erosion rates tell us that something must be done before we lose 
all of our topsoil. Thomas Jefferson said, lOA nation's wealth may be measured by 
the depth of its topsoil." If this is true, then Missouri has lost half of its 
wealth, as we started out with 12 inches of topsoil on the average and now have 
only six inches left. 
It would not be proper to preach Doomsday about our condition. Loss of 
Missouri's topsoil from loess soils or some of the glacial till soils would not 
mean the loss of productive capacity. We would still be able to grow crops, but 
the cost of inputs to do so would be significantly higher. On many of our soils, 
we would need to add the additional nutrients and herbicides, and would be using 
more diesel fuel for power for the different tillage operations. 
Most of the increased cost would be attributed to the increased clay content 
of the soil that the farmer would be farming. We should also remember that the water 
intake of clay soil would be lower and less benefit than before would be realized 
from each rainfall. The higher cost of inputs for producing a crop would obviously 
mean higher costs for food and/or less food produced. 
As we inventory our situation with minus six inches of topsoil and counting, 
we need to encourage landowners to believe that it is okay to have crooked rows and 
trashy fields. The key would be their making as much money using conservation as 
conventional techniques. Our task may be less to convince the landowner of the 
worth of new practices as to help him, and society too, to make the transition-
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TECHNOLOGY OF CONSERVATION PRACTICES 
James M. Gregory 
Professor of Agricultural Engineering 
I begin by defining technology and conservation practices in about the same 
way that Chris Johannsen has done. In ordinary language without being too techni-
cal, technology means "get the job done." Other words are technique, means, and 
methods. In another sense it is just applied science. We will try to apply a 
little science here. 
Missouri is a part of the Corn Belt, an area in which 38 million tons of soil 
need some kind of treatment, just to get down to T levels. The T level is supposed 
to be satisfactory but there is some question whether reaching it is really good 
enough. In the Corn Belt, Missouri has the highest rate of erosion. In the united 
States, Missouri is number two. If we go back to 208 days, northern Missouri was 
said to have a problem with soil erosion. An area starting at the Salt River was 
highlighted as being a hot spot in Missouri. 
The Corn Belt has productive silt loam that is good for growing crops but is 
not very good in resisting erosion. Clay soil, by contrast, with its small particle 
size, has a lot of bonding and tends to resist erosion. If soils are put into tex-
ture classes the silt texture class is less resistant, most erosive; and our clays 
tend to be the most resistant. We design waterways on that concept; we have been 
doing that for many years. 
The problem is that the soils on which we want to get our production are the 
least erosion-resistant. 
Data collected by Dr. Woodruff over a period of 18 years here at Sanborn field 
on the UMC campus indicate that soil productivity is affected, even with full fer-
tility, by erosion. We have not been getting recovery on the Sanborn plot. When 
I hear reports that farmers are getting recovery in the channel of a terrace, after 
soil has been scraped off to build the terrace, I have to conclude that either Pro-
fessor Woodruff's data are wrong, or that the terrace channel is recovering because 
the erosion problem still has not been solved. That is, erosion may have been re-
duced but topsoil is being collected in the terrace channel. For a while this is 
good because production is being restored but if that mode is continued long, 
severe soil erosion may reduce crop production between the terraces. 
Erosion is really a two-stage process. First is detachment. Second is trans-
port. Ben Franklin's "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" applies. 
Our current technology would indicate that detachment is where we should be spend-
ing our resources. Let's stop detachment, and thereby stop the erosion process. 
There are two main types of detachment in water erosion, one being raindrops 
and the other runoff detachment arising in concentrated flow. The latter is what 
we see in the field. It is the kind for which we put terraces in the field, as 
means of control. We could use waterways to line the ditch or channel. If we 
have too much water to allow the terrace to work well we can line the terrace 
channel with grass and have a diversion. These are the treatments that are being 
used to control the runoff detachment. Basically we are trying to reduce, or pro-
tect against, high velocity. 
I might ask a question at this point: how far can runoff be allowed to build 
up before it is necessary to put in a terrace or do something else about it? An-
other way to phrase it is to ask how far one can go with conservation practices 
before a terrace or something of that nature becomes necessary. 
with regard to runoff detachment, two factors are important: slope -- ob-
viously, if slope is steep, widths must be narrower; and concentration of water --
if runoff water is concentrated then widths must be narrow. A dish shaped field 
will need to have terraces closer together than a uniform sloping field. 
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But nature has already dealt us some erosion, so we have concentrated flow. 
If water is concentrated 6-7 times, our spacing predictions match the slope length 
limits which are currently in use for contouring. I think we are on the right 
track. We may not be there entirely but it certainly indicates that runoff detach-
ment is built into some of the other methods that we are already using. 
To space terraces, we use a vertical interval, the same as was used in Bal-
anced Farming days, or we use the universal soil loss equation. Neither of the two 
methods really deals with runoff detachment, although both are related to it. I 
sense that our technology will change to where we use terraces to control runoff 
detachment where they are best adapted. 
Incidentally, in a field with ditches from runoff, conservation tillage will 
not solve the problem. It is necessary to use waterways, terraces, diversion 
something that will deal with the ditch problem. 
To get the spacing -- the optimum design -- for terraces we need to be cautious. 
Terraces are very expensive. What I am sharing with you now is really not yet at 
the stage of being called applied science or technology, although it is moving that 
way. 
We are starting to use the computer to locate and draw terrace lines. Some-
times the answer is almost the same as if the lines were drawn by hand. On a field 
with irregular slopes, it would take a long time to do the job by hand. The old 
design procedure with waterways along the edge of the field, going back to Balanced 
Farming days, is still used and has a place. We can construct computer designed 
terraces to feed into those waterways. An alternate is to use an outlet going down 
a natural drainageway. Another alternative applies Where we have branched outlets. 
That is my favorite for some kinds of fields, but this is just an opinion at this 
time. I have no cost data. It is a matter for research. But I believe we will 
design terraces in the future using the computer to keep cost down. 
Now, let us go back to raindrop detachment. It is controlled by cover. There 
are two ways of doing that: green cover, or residue on the surface. concepts here 
are not entirely additive although they do tend to work together. Fifty percent 
green cover and 50 percent residue will give 75 percent total soil cover. 
Next, a farmer type question about residue management. If a farmer uses con-
ventional tillage and spring plows, let's say he has two choices. He can plant 
April 15 or June 15. Which date will be the more erosive? 
Before answering that question I will ask three others. If a farmer is given 
three bales of residue, soybean stems, corn stalks, and wheat straw, all weighing 
the same, each spread evenly, which is best for covering the field? The answer: 
wheat is the best choice. (If Tennessee would get rid of its cotton on steep slopes, 
Missouri might replace that state as number one in erosion rate. cotton stems are 
poor cover.) 
How long does residue last? The answer cannot be given clearly. It depends 
on temperature -- the higher the temperature, the faster the decay. It depends on 
the amount of rainfall. And it depends on the initial carbon-nitrogen ratio in the 
residue. For example, alfalfa bales will rot quicker than fescue bales. 
Another question concerns what tillage does to our residue. We have some 
Iowa State data and are doing research here in Missouri. We may have verifiable 
data by next year. A lot must be considered in answering this question. Fortun-
ately, the computer helps us to put the research data together. We will rely on 
the computer much more in the future. 
Now back to the question about time of planting. In conventional tillage, at 
the time of early planting the soil is more erosive but because green cover is de-
veloped early in the season the early planting becomes less erosive. In no-till, 
the time of planting seems to make little difference in erosion rates. No-till 
tends to keep the ground covered throughout the season so there is little sensitiv-
ity to time of planting. 
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Farmers prefer to plant corn in April rather than June because yields are 
higher. The bonus is that they also get better conservation. And there is an 
added effect: when yields are higher there is more residue and more green cover, 
so conservation is improved. 
The residue to no-till for corn is good. In soybeans too, higher yields pro-
vide more residue, but for soybeans I give two cautions. One, reduced tillage on 
beans does not help a great deal because soybean residue is highly fragile and tends 
to fall apart. Two, in no-till there are some weed problems and controlling them 
in beans may be expensive. 
In conclusion, by solving for many variables it is possible to arrive at 
treatments for various field conditions. We would like to get treatments with low 
tillage and high residue in order to reduce our rainfall detachment. Some treat-
ments in that category are fairly favorable from an economic standpoint. No-till 
corn qualifies, and we have data showing that good yields can be produced from no-
till corn. Good management is necessary, to go with it. cutworms must be watched. 
Also fertility. The planter must be good. Double cropped beans after wheat falls 
in the same category. Most farmers find, I think, that they can get better yields 
with double cropped beans when they use reduced tillage or no-till than when they 
use conventional tillage. There is usually lots of residue. Soybeans with no-
till on a continued basis really do not fit that category because of the low re-
sidue to start with. 
I end with good news that technology is developing 
rotations, whatever, to get into a low erosion category. 
terraces but will use them to control the runoff portion 
residues to control the rainfall portion of our problem. 
where we can select systems, 
We will not do away with 
of our problem and will use 
Many conservation practices exist to combat soil ero-
sion. The choice and use of conservation practices has been 
an art. At present with new technologies, some of the deci-
sions can now be based on science. However, even today some 
of the conservation practices, terrace design for example, 
are still largely an art, and depend a lot on the experience 
of the individual. The ideas I present are the art and 
science that I understand today. The story I tell today 
will be different from the story I tell tomorrow because 
technology changes each day. 
-- James Gregory 
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ECONOMICS OF CONSERVATION PRACTICES 
Daryll D. Raitt 
Agricultural Economist, USDA/UMC 
Years ago as a Nebraska farm boy I ob&erved how the local Soil Conservation 
District took a cue from roadside Burma Shave advertising and erected signs read-
ing, SOIL - CONSERVATION - DOESN'T - COST - IT - PAYS. I thought at the time that 
the slogan represented a logical truth -- that most successful farmers practiced 
conservation and conservation must pay. 
Today another kind of sign in a great many fields relays a different message. 
One need not drive far from Columbia to observe gullies, exposed subsoil, and 
other effects of tilling steep hill lands without conservation measures. Have time 
and events maliciously reordered the SCS signs of my youth to where those in the 
fields are now saying CONSERVATION - DOESN'T - PAY - IT - COSTS? 
Why Short Run Economics? 
Decisions about conservation are based on more than economic considerations 
alone. I will leave to other speakers the social, ethical, and cultural issues. 
My analysis is limited to the short run economics of conservation. I address that 
topic for three reasons. 
First, recent conditions have apparently forced many farmers into short 
economic decisions that are not necessarily consistent with long term goals. 
production costs coupled with low commodity prices have resulted in cash flow 
lems. To meet them farmers attempt to maximize short run returns. At the 
time they tend to minimize short run risk, uncertainty, and new investments. 
responses are not conducive to long term conservation. 
run 
High 
prob-
same 
These 
Second, more information is available for estimating short run costs and bene-
fits in soil conservation than long run. We simply do not know, for most soils, the 
long term effects of erosion on crop yields, cost of production, or income variability. 
We have data on short run costs of various conservation practices. It is true, 
though, that practices least costly in the short run are also least costly in the 
long run. 
Models for predicting the long run effects of erosion on yields are now on the 
horizon (Scrivner and Gantzer, Dyke and Williams). As data become available, long 
run benefits from conservation can be estimated. The benefits will reduce net costs 
of conservation practices proportionately. 
Finally, potential long term benefits from soil conservation depend so criti-
cally on the interest rate. The high interest (discount) rates of 1981 and early 
1982 reduced the present value of future conservation benefits significantly. As 
a hypothetical example, if soil erosion should reduce net income by 50 cents per 
acre per year, farming without conservation would result in a loss in net income of 
$1,620 per acre over an 80 year period. If, however the loss in net income is dis-
counted at a 7 percent rate the present value of that loss is $106 per acre, and 
at 15 percent it is $26 (Table 1). High interest rates diminish economic incentive 
for long term conservation significantly! 
The economic problem from a research standpoint is how to estimate, for a 
given area, the least costly means of incrementally reducing soil erosion. Informa-
tion is needed about soils, alternative conservation practices, and conservation 
costs. Also necessary is an efficient means of evaluating the multitude of com-
binations of conservation practices. 
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Table 1 
Cost of Soil Depletion if Net Income Decreases 
by $.50 Per Acre Per Year, 80 Year periodl 
Discount rate 
Undiscounted 
Discounted 
5 (%) 
7 
10 
15 
20 
Cost per acre 
$1,620 
190 
106 
55 
26 
15 
lAnnual erosion at 47 tons per acre. 
Study Area 
I present here the findings from a cooperative study conducted by the USDA 
and Missouri's Department of Natural Resources. The area is the Lower Grand 
basin in northern Missouri. 
Soil Slope Groups 
Sheet and rill erosion in the area was estimated using the universal soil loss 
equation, A = R K L S C P where: 
A = Annual soil loss in tons per acre 
R = Rainfall and runoff factor 
K = Soil erodibility factor 
L = Slope length factor 
S = Slope steepness factor 
C = Cover and management factor 
P = Support practice factor 
Steepness of the land (S) and vegetative cover (C) are two of the most impor-
tant factors affecting soil erosion. Selected data collected for four slope groups 
are given in Table 2. 
Upland in the Lower Grand basin tends to be steep. Over half the land has slopes 
of more than 9 percent. As might be expected, the percentage of land cropped de-
creases with the degree of slope. Even so, the majority of erosion occurs on the 
steeper cropland. Although cropland on slopes of over 14 percent accounts for only 
6 percent of the upland, it contributes 36 percent of the erosion. Erosion on this 
land (87 tons per acre) is more than 10 times the erosion on the 0 to 5 percent 
slope group. The Pfesent average erosion on cropland is significantly greater than 
the tolerance level on all slope groups. 
The soil productivity of each slope group was estimated using the soil pro-
ductivity index (Persinger). Yields are lower for the steeper slopes, owing to 
inherent differences in soils and the effects of past erosion. This has an im-
portant bearing on the least costly measures for reducing erosion. 
IT he tolerance level is defined as the erosion rate possible without reducing the 
production capability of the soil. 
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Table 2 
Upland Attributes by Soil Slope Group, Lower Grand Subbasin, 
Missouri, 1980 
Soil sloEe grouE 
Item 0-5 : 5-9 : 9-14 : > 14 Total 
Distribution among slope groups (%) 
Upland area (952,OOO acres) 18 25 26 31 100 
Upland cropland (286,OOO acres) 30 28 23 19 100 
Cropland as percent of area in 
slope group 51 33 27 18 30 
Cropland as percent of total upland 9 8 7 6 30 
Erosion loss on cropland (tonnage) 
as percent of total loss in upland 
area 5 14 22 36 77 
Average erosion, tons per acre 
Upland area 4 9 15 22 14 
Cropland area 8 23 43 87 35 
Erosion tolerance level, tons per acre 3 4 4 4 
Soil productivity index 79 72 62 51 
Corn yield, bu. per acre 95 87 75 61 
Soybean yield, bu. per acre 36 33 29 23 
Cropland Uses 
The land uses considered in the model include four basic crops, corn, soybeans, 
wheat, and red clover hay plus pasture and idle (Table 3). The basic crops were 
combined to represent three rotations, two with the alternative of strip cropping. 
Detailed crop budgets indicating the production costs, gross income, and net returns 
were prepared for each crop and soil slope group using the FEDS budget generator. 2 
Net cost of changing land uses and cropping systems was estimated by the difference 
Table 3 
Land Uses and Conservation Measures Considered, Lower Grand Subbasin, 
Missouri 1980 
Land Use 
Base crop, 72% soybeans, 
28% corn 
Continuous soybeans 
Continuous corn 
Continuous wheat 
Red clover hay 
Rotation RRGI 
Rotation RGM with and 
without strip cropping 
Rotation RRRGM with and 
without strip cropping 
Pasture 
Idle 
Tillage Practice 
Conventional tillage 
Spring plow 
Minimum tillage 
Zero tillage 
Structural Practice 
Grass waterways including 
stabilization structure 
Terraces with grass outlets 
Terraces with underground 
tile outlets 
winter cover 
lconventional labeling of rotations is used: R = row crop, G 
M = meadow (red clover hay). 
small grain (wheat), 
For footnote see next page. 
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in net income between the alternative land use and the base land use. The base land 
use was represented by budgets for 72 percent soybeans and 28 percent corn, the most 
common mix of crops in the area. strip cropping was assumed to result in a 5 percent 
reduction in efficiency of machinery and labor. These costs were estimated as 5 per-
cent of the machine and labor costs. 
Conservation Tillage practices 
Four alternate tillage practices are considered for corn and soybeans. Con-
ventional tillage of corn consists of fall shredding, moldboard plowing, two spring 
diskings, one harrowing, application of fertilizer insecticides and herbicides. ex-
ception of fall shredding. The spring plow alternative consists of the same opera-
tions except that plowing is done in the spring. 
Under minimum tillage the moldboard plow is replaced by a chisel plow, one 
disking occurs, the regular planter is replaced by a minimum till planter, and cul-
tivation is eliminated. Zero tillage consists of replacing all tillage practices 
with chemical control of weeds and insects. A pre-emergence application of herbi-
cide is followed by a no-till planter and a post-emergence application of herbicides. 
Net costs or benefits of reduced tillage was calculated as the difference in net 
income between conventional tillage and minimum or zero tillage. Crop yields were 
assumed to remain constant for all tillage practices. Unpublished research from the 
University of Missouri indicates that average corn yields do not differ much among 
the different tillage methods (Gregory). 
structural Practices 
structural practices considered were grass waterways including stabilization 
structures, and two types of terraces, one with grass and one with tile outlets. 
The SCS estimated for a sample of farms the average construction and annual main-
tenance costs for these practices. Annual costs per acre were computed by discount-
ing the construction costs over the life of the structures, adding annual maintenance 
costs and dividing by the acres served. A discount rate of 16 percent and no cost 
sharing was assumed for the initial analyses by lower discount rates and two levels 
of cost sharing also are analyzed. The same basic cost for each structural practice 
was applied to all soil slope groups. More detailed data relating structural costs 
to each slope group would have been desirable but could not be estimated from the 
limited data available. 
Another conservation cost to farmers is the net gain or loss in productive 
areas if grass waterways or terraces are installed. Data from the sample of farms 
indicated that some farms would experience net losses in productive areas but 
others particularly where fullies had caused abandonment, would have net gains. 
The sample was not large enough for drawing conclusive estimates of net losses or 
gains for the average farm. Consequently, it was assumed for the purpose of this 
analysis that no net changes in productive areas would occur. 
Because costs associated with structural measures are so site specific, these 
costs can be expected to vary significantly by individual farms. The average used 
in this analysis should be considered as a guideline, subject to wide variations 
from farm to farm. 
other Practices 
Contour farming costs are based on field efficiency losses in machine and labor 
time and were assumed to be 10 percent of the straight row machine and labor costs. 
Winter cover, consisting of rye broadcast in the fall, was estimated to cost $10 
per acre. 
Results of Analysis 
Consideration of the alternate land uses and conservation practices resulted 
in 482 combinations for each soil slope group. A computer model (COSTS) was used 
2 Budgets were constructed with the Federal Enterprise Data System (FEDS) budget 
generator. 
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to process, display, and rank practice combinations systematically (Raitt, 1981, 
1982). In general, the model computes annual tons of erosion, cost per acre, and 
cost per ton of reduction in erosion for alternate conservation practices for a 
given soil. The soybean-corn crop mixture, no conservation, condition was used as 
a base for measuring the cost per ton of reduction in erosion. 
An example of one form of output from the model is presented in the figure be-
low. Comparing cost and amount of reduction in erosion, it shows the wide variation 
in results for alternative combinations of practices. A least cost supply function 
for reducing erosion can be constructed by connecting the lowest cost points in the 
graph. The curve is a step function because each practice is associated with spec-
fic cost and erosion rates. 
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A curve identifying the least cost practices for reducing erosion for the 5-9 
percent soil slope group is presented in the figure page 24. The curve assumes that 
waterway stabilization would accompany any conservation measures on cropland. 
Curves for the four soil slope groups follow. 
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Least Costly Practices for Meeting Tolerance(T) Levels of Erosion 
Conservationists strongly advocate stabilization of waterways as the first 
step in conservation farming in the Lower Grand area. All conservation practices 
on cropland were therefore assumed to be preceded by establishing grass waterways 
and stabilization structures at an annual cost of $9.30 per acre served. 3 Although 
these measures do not affect the sheet and rill erosion (as measured by the USLE), 
they reduce the amount of sediment delivered to streams and lakes. They also pre-
vent fullies from forming and alleviate long term problems and costs associated 
wi th gullies. 
50 
Net 40 
annual 
cost 30 per 
acre 
(dollars) 20 
10 
0 
-10 
Minimum cost practices for reducing erosion, soil slope 5-9 percent, 
Lower Grand Subbasin, Mo. 1980. 
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~ RGM, Strip, Zero till, Contour, Terrace 
~.- RGM, Strip, Zero till, Contour 
<.- RGM, Strip, Zero till 
~~-- RRRGM, Strip, Zero till, Contour 
<_.- RRRGM, Strip, Zero till 
(,,-'<-- Zero till, Contour, Terrace* 
~~ Zero till, Contour 
~-"';;"';';:' ~- ,tlinj.mUl!l till_ C~nt~ur_ 
r--:=-.=.,. ~--. - .... ---~_ Zero till 
. ... . . . . . -. . -... '-- Minimum till 
40 45 
Annual Erosion Reduction (tons per acre) 
*meets tolerance erosion 
level 
An assumption that grass waterways and stabilization structures are the first 
conservation measures adopted results in a upward shift of cost curves by $9.30 per 
acre. The effect of different cost share and discount rates on annual farmer costs 
is discussed later. 
starting from an assumed base of 72 percent corn and 28 percent soybean crop 
mix and no conservation measures, the most efficient practice for decreasing ero-
sion is reduced tillage. This is the only type of practice that offers short term 
cost savings and therefore increases net income. If short term profit maximization 
is the parimary goal, tillage would be reduced to the minimum tillage level with 
annual cost savings of $11.34 to $12.01 per acre. Adoption of any practice beyond 
this would result in a lowering of current net income. 
For example, adoption of m!nimum tillage on soil slope group 0-5 results in 
cost savings of $12.01 per acre. If grass waterways and stabilization structures 
are added at an annual cost of $9.30 per acre, net cost savings would decrease to 
3Based on a discount rate of 16 percent. 
4cost figures generated by the COSTS model are net costs as measured from the base 
condition. Thus a negative value indicates benefits are greater than costs as net 
costs are calculated by subtracting total benefits from total costs. Profit is at 
a maximum when this negative value is greatest. A set of practices is economical-
ly feasible when net costs are negative (benefits exceed costs). 
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$2.71. The -$2.71, representing the annual net cost of minimum tillage, grass 
waterways, and stabilization structures, is the lowest point on the least cost 
curve for this soil slope group (see figure). Although this set of practices is not 
the most profitable, it is economically feasible because benefits from the set ex-
ceed the costs. The least cost combination for reducing erosion to the tolerance 
(T) level is minimum tillage and contour farming at a net cost of $2.02 per acre. 
Erosion would be reduced from 14.3 tons per acre for the base condition to 2.7 tons 
per acre. Further reductions are possible through rotation, strip cropping, and 
terracing, at successively higher marginal costs. 
Minimum cost curves for reducing erosion by soil slope groups, Lower Grand Subbasin, 
Mo. 1980. 
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A similar cost curve for the 5-9 percent soil slope group indicates zero till-
age, contour, and terraces as the least costly practices meeting the tolerance 
level. Here annual erosion is reduced by about 40 tons at a net annual cost of 
$19.08 per acre. 
On the 9-14 percent soil slope group, a set of practices including a rotation, 
strip cropping, zero tillage, and contour farming is necessary to reduce erosion to 
the tolerance level. These practices reduce annual erosion by 74 tons per acre at 
a net annual cost of $20.71 per acre. 
The least costly means of meeting the tolerance erosion level on soils with 
slopes greater than 14 percent is to shift to permanent pasture. Erosion would be 
reduced by 144 tons annually at an annual cost of $5.93 per acre. The relatively 
low cost of shifting this slope group to pasture arises from the low yields and 
net income obtained from row crops. 
The cost curves tend to be flatter as slopes increase. This is because a 
given practice reduces erosion more in absolute tons per acre on a steeper soil. 
Therefore, if per-acre practice costs are the same on all soil slopes, the cost 
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effectiveness of the practice in terms of erosion reduction is greater on the 
steeper slopes. This is one of the arguments for treating "the worst first." 
Another factor apparent from the last figure is the lower cost of meeting 
tolerance erosion levels on the lowest sloping and steepest sloping soils. The 
low sloping soils are less costly to treat because only minimum tillage and con-
tour farming are needed to meet tolerance levels. The middle slope groups re-
quire more and costlier practices to treat the soils adequately and retain them 
in crop production. The cost of shifting the steepest soil from crop production 
to permanent pasture is less than the others because of its lower crop yields. 
Consequently, the most costly lands to treat for erosion control are those with 
medium slopes. These soils are fairly productive but require several practices 
to meet tolerance levels of erosion and retain them in crop production. 
Separation of Slope Areas Versus Whole Field Treatment 
The preceding section indicates the least costly sets of practices for meeting 
erosion tolerance levels by slope groups. One of the problems in applying these 
results is that, more often than not, land is farmed by fields, not soils or slopes, 
and fields often contain a variety of soils and slopes. The land use and conserva-
tion practices used on a given field are most likely determined by the prevailing 
soil, slope, and drainage pattern. Some of the steeper slopes and poorer soils are 
tilled in many cases simply because these areas are intermingled with more produc-
tive, less sloping soils. Consequently, conservation cost data for slope groups 
can only serve as guidelines in planning measures for individual farms and fields 
because site-specific factors must be considered. 
When practical, separation of fields into separate slope areas and treating 
each area with the least costly pra~tices for meeting tolerance levels can reduce 
treatment costs substantially. For example, assume a farmer has a large field 
containing all four soil slope areas. If the slope areas could be separated and 
treated by the least costly practices meeting the tolerance standard, net costs 
would vary from $2.02 to $20.71 per acre (Table 4). If, however, the least costly 
practice for meeting T for the steepest slope group, namely, converting to permanent 
pasture, were applied to the whole field, net costs would rise substantially on the 
lower slope groups. 
These cost differences may be overstated if slope areas are small and scattered, 
resulting in additional costs for separate treatment. The analysis does, however, 
give an indication of the savings in conservation costs possible by separating fields 
into contiguous slope areas when practical. 
Effect of Discount Rate and Cost Sharing on Least Costly Practices 
The annual costs of structural measures is influenced by two factors not pres-
ent in most other conservation practices. One is the interest rate used to discount 
capital investment and the other is the level of government cost-sharing. The 
effect of these factors on short run net annual costs for the least costly prac-
tices needed to meet T on each soil slope group is presented in Table 5. 
Practices of waterway stabilization, minimum tillage, and contour farming 
would be economically feasible 5 on soil slope group 0-5 at discount rates below 
about 8 percent6 even without cost-sharing. cost savings of $12.01 per acre from 
minimum tillage would more than offset the costs of other practices when discount 
rates are below 8 percent. 
On the 5-9 percent slope group, practices of zero tillage, contour farming, 
and terraces with waterway stabilization are economically feasible in the short run 
only with 75 percent cost-sharing and discount rates below about 8 percent. Discount 
5A set of practices is deemed economically feasible when the benefits exceed the 
costs (net costs are negative). 
6A discount rate of 7 5/8 percent is currently used to evaluate USDA projects. 
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rates and cost-sharing affect the annual costs for this slope group most because 
terracing with high capital costs is a major port of the total cost. 
The least costly set of practices for slope group 9-14, consisting of water-
way stabilization, zero tillage, contour farraing, rotation, and strip cropping, 
would not be economically feasible in the short run at any of the assumed discount 
or cost-sharing rates. This is because the highest cost practice in this set is 
the rotation, which is not subject to cost-sharing. 
Table 4 
Comparison of Net Costs for Treating Slope Groups Separately 
Versus Whole Field Treatment 
Item SloEe grouE 0-5 5-9 9-14 > 14 
Dollars per acre 
Least costly practice 
meeting T 2.02 19.08 20.71 5.93 
To permanent pasture 69.93 55.90 36.05 5.93 
Table 5 
Effect of Discount Rate and Cost-sharing for Structures 
on the Net Cost Per Acre of the Least Costly Practices 
for Meeting Tolerance Erosion Levels, Lower Grand 
Subbasin, Missouri, 1980 
Cost share & discount rate S2i1 s;t.oEe grouE 0-5 5-9 9-14 )0 14 
No cost share 
16% interest $ 2.02 $19.08 $20.71 $5.93 
7 5/8% interest -1.24 8.05 17.45 5.93 
4% interest -2.66 3.55 16.03 5.93 
50% cost share 
16% interest -2.39 6.46 16.30 5.93 
7 5/8% interest -3.35 2.65 15.34 5.93 
4% interest -3.79 .65 14.90 5.93 
75% cost share 
16% interest -4.59 1. 59 14.10 5.93 
7 5/8% interest -4.40 - .06 14.29 5.93 
4% interest -4.35 - .80 14.34 5.93 
For the soil group with slopes greater than 14 percent, the least costly 
practices for meeting T, changing land use to pasture, would not be affected by 
cost-sharing for structural measures. This practice would also not be economically 
feasible in the short run. 
Results and Recommendations 
This analysis is a first attempt to estimate conservation costs and ranking 
of practices based on short run net cost per ton of reduction in erosion. The 
analysis indicates: 
• Reduced tillage may be profitable in the short run on all soils if yields 
can be maintained and machinery costs reduced. Reduced tillage can reduce 
erosion up to 80 percent but additional practices are needed on most soils 
to meet tolerance levels of erosion. Also, reduced tillage alone does not 
control gully erosion. 
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• The cost of reducing erosion rates to tolerance levels varies significant-
ly depending on the soil, slope, and set of practices used. 
• The least cost~y mean~ of stab~lizing waterways and meeting tolerance 
levels of eros~on var~es by so~l slope groups. The low sloping and 
steepe~t s~oping soils are the least costly to treat. The cost per ton 
reduct~on ~s lowest on the steepest soils. The medium sloping soils are 
the most costly to treat because more practices with ~rogressivel¥ higher 
costs are required to meet erosion standards and reta~n the land ~n 
crop production. 
• Separating fields into separate slope areas and treating each area with 
the least costly practices can reduce conservation costs significantly. 
• Full treatment to meet erosion standards including waterway stabilization 
is not economically feasible in the short run on any of the slope groups, 
if interest rates are high. with low interest rates and/or cost-sharing 
for structural measures, full treatment is economically feasible in the 
short run on the lower slope groups. cost-sharing of other practices 
would be necessary on the steeper slopes for full treatment to be econom-
ically feasible in the short run. 
This analysis did not include some factors that may increase the short run 
benefits or costs of conservation. These are: 
• 
• 
the effect of annual erosion on net income due to displacement of fer-
tilizer, herbicides, and insecticides. 
the effect of annual erosion on net income due to reduced plant popula-
tions. 
• the effect of structural measures on net income due to net gains or losses 
in productive areas or costs of production. 
Additional research is needed to quantify these f,actors. Research should also 
continue to develop the data and methodology needed to assess the long term effects 
of erosion and conservation. 
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH CONSERVATION BY LIMITED TILLAGE 
Robert Welsh 
Glenwood, Missouri 
As a no-till farmer in Schuyler County I relate my experience with the prac-
tice and explain why I believe no-till farming is the wave of the future, particu-
larly in areas of rolling farming country such as Schuyler County where I farm. 
I begin by telling about a field in my area that was spring-plowed and 
planted to soybeans after having been in pasture-sod. By mid-season tens of tons 
of topsoil had washed off the field, filling the adjoining ditch and actually 
running across the road. Almost incalculable is the loss suffered in that field. 
The owner will never see the day when the topsoil has been rebuilt and replenished. 
Another instance is a field I watched that is fairly flat. We would not 
generally consider it erosion prone. The farmer even left some residue on the sur-
face. Nevertheless, a great deal of topsoil is lost from the field each season. 
These observations were the prime reason why I went to no-till farming. I 
couldn't stand to see my fields gutted up and the precious few inches of topsoil 
washed away with spring and summer rains each year. 
The alternative that best suits my needs is no-till farming. I relate my ex-
perience with a typical field, planted in no-till out of a pasture sod in 1977. 
It has had consecutive no-till corn crops since then -- no type of tillage whatever. 
The average yield of 110 bushels of corn is well above Schuyler county's average of 
80 to 85 bushels. To some people the residue of corn stalks and so-called trash 
may seem unsightly, but it holds my topsoil. In years to come, if I no-till, I'll 
still have the topsoil I started with in 1977. 
In no-tilling the farmer goes through two major operations. The first and 
probably more important is spraying. I cannot stress enough doing the spraying cor-
rectly. It must be done right the first time because there may not be a second 
opportunity. One sprays against an enemy -- weeds in the field. Weeds can destroy 
a no-till program, making a no-till field absolutely worthless and ruining the field. 
A farmer needs to go out in the spring or fall, identifying the weeds in a field. 
When he knows what weeds he must combat, he goes to an information source such as 
Extension Service, Soil Conservation staff, or pUblications. He selects the herbicide 
to coordinate with the weeds in the field. The rate of application is decided on 
according to the soil type and farming practice. If the work is custom hired, the 
applicator should be reminded that more gallons per acre and possibly a higher pres-
sure are needed for no-till than for conventional tillage. Most custom applicators 
know this rule but a few may not. For good weed control it is essential to get 
thorough coverage of the vegetation on the fields. 
If the farmer does the application himself he must make sure the pressure 
gauges are working properly and the nozzles are uniformly delivering the correct 
amounts. 
Planting ranks next after spraying in importance. The brand of planter does 
not matter too much. All the major machinery manufacturers who make no-till planters 
make a pretty good planter. And if operated properly and adjusted properly, the 
machines will do a good job. What is crucial is the farmer who runs the planter. 
Usually, it's not the planter that flubs and causes a poor stand. It's not the 
planter's fault, but the farmer's. 
The no-till planter is set apart from a conventional planter by the colter. 
The no-till colter is simply a disc-type device that goes through and cuts a slot 
in the field, through the residue, so that the planter unit (the double disc openers 
on the planter unit) can come along in the slot and drop the seed, covering it too. 
It is vitally important that the colter be adjusted properly. 
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Two major adjustments to the colter are depth and alignment. First, the depth. 
The depth setting will vary according to the crop and the soil condition and tempera-
ture. Early in the year when there is plenty of moisture and the soil is cold, we 
don't want to plant so deep. Later in the spring when the soils tend to dry out and 
warm up, planting is a little deeper. But the colter must be adjusted to fit the 
conditions, field by field. Above all, don't set the colter at the beginning of the 
spring and leave it unadjusted, because bad stands may follow in late planting. 
The colter must be aligned with the planter unit. It must be aligned exactly 
with that unit so that it follows directly in front of it. The planter unit must 
also be adjusted for depth -- adjusted so as to avoid planting too shallow or too 
deep. 
I plant after I've sprayed. I always like to be sure I've sprayed all the 
field and have a good weed kill. However, many other farmers spray as they plant. 
By combining those two operations, they save time and fuel. Also, when a farmer 
sprays as he plants he knows no rows are missed by a sprayer. The practice can be 
done successfully and is growing among farmers. 
still another practice is to spray after planting. 
did that. However, it is not, I believe, the best way. 
preventing spraying, the crop can be a disaster. 
Some years ago most farmers 
If a big rain comes along, 
I can't promise that no-till corn will look great every year, winning contests 
or making 200 bushels per acre. But if everything is done right and the season gives 
at least half a chance, yields certainly will not be below those of conventional till-
age, and may in dry years even be above them. 
Can late-season weed control be expected in no-till corn? This was one of the 
big question marks when no-till was first tried. with the development of new and 
better herbicides, the chance is better of achieving good season-long weed control. 
Often weeds are a minimum even to harvest time. 
Now, no-till soybeans, which have had less research or farmer experience than 
no-till corn. No-till beans are a bit more risky than no-till corn. But with the 
advent of new and better herbicides and more farmer experience, we find the no-till 
beans in sod, full season beans, can be successful. There are broad leaf herbicides, 
grass herbicides, and of course a burn-down and a sticker spreader. 
I often leave a green strip, unsprayed. It is possible to farm right across 
areas that would normally be left as waterways -- many farmers do-- but it's really 
not advisable. It is possible to get by with it for two or three years, but after 
about the third year, in my experience, erosion generally takes place in areas that 
should have been left as waterways. All the water is funneled directly into depres-
sions, run-off areas, at a velocits and volume that displace the residue, causing 
some erosion. I think it's best if we turn those sprayer booms off as we cross the 
waterways and leave sod there. Reestablishment later is too difficult, and we tend 
to get erosion later if we continue to no-till. 
Let me mention earthworms. No-till is often attacked on grounds that the 
chemicals applied will sterilize the soil and kill the worms and insects and make 
the soil not livable for all these organisms. This is not true. I guarantee that 
no-till, whether planted one year, fiv~, or ten years, will not make the soil sterile. 
It has no adverse effects on the soil in that regard. 
Another point is that no-till is advantageous to wildlife from a cover and 
food standpoint. 
In my experience no-till soybeans are easy to harvest, without ridges to pile 
dirt on the header. I have liked the season-long weed control, ease of harvest, and 
good yields. 
We are proud in Schuyler county of our work with no-till. Response from 
farmers who have tried no-till has been tremendous. 
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I can't stress enough that a farmer trying no-till for the first time should 
get all the information he can from other farmers who have been successful and from 
the county Extension and Soil Conservation District offices. Nothing will spoil a 
farmer's experience quicker than going ahead without his knowing really what he is 
doing. He messes up and is turned off for the rest of his life. 
We have been fortunate in Schuyler County to have exceptional media coverage 
and cooperation with the television, radio, and newspaper. They've helped to spread 
the news about no-till farming. 
Not only young farmers but older farmers too have tried no-till and adopted 
the practice. In Schuyler County as many older as younger farmers have tried and 
latched onto no-tilling. It's a matter of a good farmer who is always looking for 1 
a new and better way of doing things and is open minded about new farming practices. 
I can't promise that with no-till a farmer will win a yield contest. I can 
promise that if done properly, no-till will maintain yields. In dry years, the 
yields will be better than with conventional tillage. 
As conservationists we can talk and talk and talk trying to convince the 
farmer of the merits of no-till or other conservation practice. But if we have to 
tell the farmer in the same breath that he's going to have to sacrifice some yields 
and therefore at the end of the year sacrifice some profit, we might as well save 
that breath. The important thing is that we want to convince farmers that they 
can, with no-till, start immediately to save their soil, holding that soil on 
their farm, holding that productivity on their farm for years to come, and at the 
same time keep those yields up where they've been accustomed to and keep the pro-
fitability in their farm. How a no-till field looks is unimportant. No-till farm-
ing is a practice that a lot of farmers ought to be using. We can save that soil, 
hold that yield up, and do something good for future generations. 
1IA few of the farmers who have watched and learned are Bill Ashmore, Tich Johnson, 
Dale Van Dyke, Keavin Johnson, Dennis Kirse, and Eldon Tomlin. 
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THE PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE INTEREST IN CONSERVATION PRACTICES 
Philip M. Raup 
Professor of Agricultural Economics 
University of Minnesota 
Why should society subsidize conservation practices that maintain and improve 
the productivity and value of privately owned land and water? This question raises 
classic issues of effectiveness and equity in the pursuit of private gain and public 
policy. Who pays, and why? Who benefits, and by how much? These are the key ques-
tions that link private and public interests in the pursuit of land and water con-
servation. 
We can begin to explore the implication of this issue for public policy by 
recognizing that public support of private conservation efforts has been established 
policy in the United States for nearly 50 years. The uncertainty that surrounds 
this issue is demonstrated by the fact that it is still pertinent to ask: why do 
it? 
In the broadest framework, the answer is, because it is essential to survival. 
An individual's life expectancy provides the relevant time-frame for individual 
decision-making. This is not an appropriate planning horizon for a social group. 
That this is widely recognized can be seen from the evolution of public policy to-
ward health and national defense. 
The public interest in land and water conservation is closely related to the 
public interest in health. The benefits of good health are captured by the indivi-
dual, yet it is clear that the steps that foster good health are in the interest 
of society as a whole. The obligation of governments to represent this interest 
is almost universally accepted. The only debate is over the magnitude of invest-
ment from public funds. 
The analogy with conservation is direct. While insuring the good "health" 
of land and water resources benefits individual owners, the total benefits to 
society are clearly greater than the sum of individual benefits as we measure them 
in the markets for land, wate~ and food. 
A similar parallel can be drawn with national defense. One of the overriding 
but understressed aspects of a threat of nuclear warfare is the increased importance 
of an assured food supply. In the past four decades, the creation and conservation 
of a food base has become one of the most prominent goals of public policy in a 
wide variety of countries. That self-sufficiency as a food policy goal is expen-
sive has been clear to the European Economic Community, to Japan, to the Soviet 
Union, and to most developing countries. This has not deterred them from pursuing 
the goal. As a result, food self-sufficiency goals have been pursued with markedly 
greater intensity. 
The American public understands this. Evidence is the top priority given to 
the use of land and water for food production in the ranking of public priorities 
for land and water use, revealed in a poll of attitudes toward conservation reported 
by Louis Harris and Associates, January 17, 1980. 
Limited Conservation to Date 
In spite of almost 50 years of federal government support for soil and water 
conservation, there is distressing evidence of an increase in soil erosion and water 
exhaustion. An appreciation of the forces that have worked against conservation is 
essential to any analysis of the steps that might be taken to align conservation 
performance with conservation policy. 
Among the most potent of these forces we can identify three: (1) the belief 
is unlimited foreign markets; (2) the search for capital gains; and (3) the shift 
from profit-seeking to rent-seeking as a guide in farm production planning. Although 
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these are interrelated, it will help our understanding if we examine them separate-
ly. 
In retrospect, it is clear that the widespread publicity given in the 1960s 
to shockingly high rates of world population growth and to world hunger laid the 
foundation for a belief in the fixed capacity of the world to feed itself. Publi-
cation of The Limits to Growth by Meadows, et al, in 1972 coincided almost exactly 
with the unexpected entry of the Soviet Union as a major importer in world grain 
markets, followed within months by the demonstration of OPEC's ability to dominate 
the world petroleum market. A climate of opinion was created, domestically and 
abroad, that reinforced a conviction that only the United States had a food produc-
ing capacity that could even begin to meet world food needs. 
Although it is widely believed that the federal government exhorted farmers 
to plant "fence row to fence row," I am told that the search for any policy state-
ment of this kind has been barren. It is also unimportant, for farmers did not 
need to be told. An explosion of farm production activity was triggered by the 
highest prices in over a century for food and feed grains. While these phenomenal 
prices lasted only a few months, they mirrored a more durable conviction that the 
world would face a food famine before the end of the century. It seemed almost an 
act of charity, as well as highly rewarding, to exploit fully and immediately the 
productive capacity of American farmland. 
The agricultural economy was transformed almost overnight from one constrained 
by the domestic market to one focused on foreign markets. There are solid reasons 
for this shift in orientation. While only one out of every five crop acres produced 
for export in 1971, two out of every five produced for export in 1981. World trade 
in grains virtually doubled from 1971/72 to 1981/82, from 110 to 217 million metric 
tons (USDA, Foreign Agriculture Circular, Grains, FG-29-82, September 15, 1982). 
The American farmer acquired in a decade an almost pathetic faith in economic sal-
vation through exports. At the same time, he acquired production habits and a 
time-frame that stressed immediate output. Conservation was not included in this 
mix. 
This system of beliefs was superimposed upon a time-bomb of latent inflation. 
A Vietnam war financed without raising taxes, a dollar of fluctuating exchange 
value, an inflow of capital seeking a safe haven, and the shock-effect of the OPEC 
embargo all combined with less obvious forces to introduce a rate of inflation for 
which history had not prepared the United States. The most massive effect was on 
land values, which outpaced all other major goods or commodities. The increase was 
four-fold nationally, from 1971 to 1981, and nearly five-fold in most of the major 
grain-producing states (USDA, FREM, CD-87, July 1982). 
Institutional lag in adapting to inflation on this scale resulted in a unique 
phenomenon in U.S. financial markets: in a land-based mortgage market dominated by 
Federal Land Banks, the inflation rate exceeded the FLB interest rate on farm mort-
gages in 18 of the 32 quarters between 1973 and 1981. Capital to finance land pur-
chases was made ridiculously cheap. This was bid into the price of land, reinforc-
ing the inflationary tendencies that were already strong. 
The result was a shift in the farm planning matrix from current income to 
capital gains. For a few heady years, no amount of bad farm management could pre-
vent a farmer from ending the year richer than he began it, if only in paper wealth. 
This is almost the worst possible economic climate for the support of conservation 
farming, and it has not been supported. 
The disappearance of a conservation ethic is not a simple consequence of a 
change in attitudes toward future generations. A responsibility to the future is 
a social creation. It can be taught, or it can be eroded. Much of the teaching 
promoted by our daily economic activities of the recent past has degraded this sense 
of responsibility. A consumer society is one of the enemies of conservation. 
The shift in the objective function of farmers from profit seeking to rent 
seeking is an even greater enemy of conservation. The term "rent seeking" in this 
context can be interpreted as a shift in emphasis from profits derived from the 
efficient management of productive resources to a search for positions of advantage 
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that will yield a capital gain. The sense in which this activity is described as 
rent seeking is indicated by the following quotation: 
The term rent seeking is designed to describe behavior in institutional 
settings where individual efforts to maximize value generate social 
waste rather than social surplus • • 
The enterpreneurial activity of rent creation is functionally quite 
different from that of rent seeking. (Buchanan, James, Tollison, and 
Tullock, Toward a Rent-seeking Society, Texas A & M University Press, 
1980, pp. 4, 7). 
A major thesis of this paper is that inflation coupled with a belief in un-
limited foreign markets converted major segments of the agricultural economy from 
profit-seeking to rent-seeking. In this process, any calculation of the negative 
effects on long-run profits of an increase in soil erosion or water depletion has 
been of little or no importance in current production planning. 
This situation has been made much worse by the greater instability in farm 
product prices that has been introduced by the growing dependence on foreign mar-
kets. In food and feed grains and soybeans, the U.S. farmer is now hostage to both 
climatic and economic variability in the rest of the world. 
The magnitude of this exposure is illustrated by the fact that food and feed 
grain production (excluding pulses) in the Soviet Union alone fluctuated from a low 
of 132 million metric tons in 1975/76 to a high of 226 million tons in 1978/79, or 
a spread of 94 million tons. This can be compared to the total exports of wheat 
by the five leading wheat exporters (United states, Canada, France, Australia, and 
Argentina) in 1981/82 of 95 million tons, or to the total carryover stocks of all 
wheat and coarse grains in the united states at the end of the 1981/82 crop year of 
99 million tons (USDA, FG-29-82, September 15, 1982). Variations within three 
years in the grain production of one importing country that is only slightly less 
than total grain carryover in the united states in a good crop year introduces a 
degree of uncertainty into U.s. farm production that defeats long-term planning. 
The most obvious victim of this focus on the short run is conservation. 
Given these changes in the macroeconomic climate of the U.S. agricultural eco-
nomy, it has been relatively ineffective for at least a decade to use economic argu-
ments to persuade farmers to practice conservation. The reality of huge capital 
gains over most of the past 10 years, plus a growing realization of the degree of 
instability that farmers now face, has defeated any efforts to calculate costs and 
returns from good conservation practices. 
The most obvious implication for the future of public policy is that infla-
tion and uncertainty are the most deadly enemies of conservation. The most effec-
tive expression of a public interest in conservation activities will be to bring 
inflation under control, and reduce uncertainty in agricultural markets. Until 
these two powerful barriers to good conservation farming are removed, it seems 
unlikely that any success will be gained by efforts either to promote cost-sharing 
between the public and farmland users, or to use existing farm price support pro-
grams to coerce the practice of conservation. The proper role of government in 
economic affairs is to create a climate favorable to the efficient exercise of 
individual choice in production planning. This is nowhere so manifest as in the 
assessment of a public interest in conservation practices. 
While these changes in the macro climate facing American agriculture were 
underway in the past decade, related major changes were occurring in the structure 
of control over agricultural resources. From the point of view of conservation, the 
most portentous change has been the increase in the area of rented land in some of 
the most productive and erodible cropping areas of the country. The existence of 
sharply differentiated attitudes towards soil and water conservation on the part of 
landowners and tenants of farmland has long been documented. A recent study by 
David E. Ervin (Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, Sept.-oct. 1982) has pro-
vided an up-to-date survey of the literature on this touchy subject. The suspicion 
that a rise in the proportion of farmland operated under tenant contracts will be 
associated with a decline in interest in conservation is now approaching certainty. 
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This state of affairs is also an outgrowth of the shift noted above from 
profit-seeking to rent-seeking on the part of farmland owners. Much of the in-
crease in rented land in the recent past has been explained by the desire of 
heirs of former farmland owners to retain their inheritance, in the hope of a 
capital gain. In a previous generation many of the heirs of deceased farmers 
would eventually sellout, and their holdings would be recombined in new farm 
units. The prospect of rapid capital gains in farmland in the past decade has 
narrowed the farmland market substantially, as more owners who in a earlier era 
would have sold out now emerge as landlords, often of relatively small tracts of 
land. This combination of a motive for landholding that is rooted in capital 
gain expectations rather than efficient farm management, plus the tendency for the 
size of ownership tracts to decline, constitutes a major barrier to the- efficient 
promotion of conservation farming. A much larger population of landowners must 
now be convinced of the desirability of conservation, and their motives for land-
holding do not make them receptive to arguments based on the possibility of sus-
tained or increased profits from farm operation over a planning horizon stretching 
into several decades or beyond. 
Possible Approaches 
What tools are available for an effective exercise of the public interest in 
private conservation, given the economic prospects that now face American farmers? 
There are in general three major avenues of possible approach. A proposal that has 
received most attention in recent years is that benefits to individual farmers from 
government programs of commodity price support be made conditional upon the practice 
of specified conservation measures. This would necessarily require that management 
of an entire farming unit should be taken as the base for determination of conserva-
tion practice, and not simply the treatment of land devoted to the production of a 
single crop. This cross-compliance issue has generated almost universal opposition 
in the farming community. In theory, it seems perfectly reasonable to expect that 
if farmers are to receive benefits from public investments in price support measures, 
they should be willing to respond with investments in soil and water conserving 
measures that lie in the public interest. It will be difficult to approach the con-
servation problem from this direction, but it is clear that public opinion will de-
mand it. 
A second and more promising avenue of approach seems to lie in the agricultural 
credit field. While farm leaders may believe that entitlement to price support is 
a benefit to be distributed across the entire farming community, it is less arguable 
that subsidized credit should be provided to farmers regardless of their performance 
in the management of land and water resources. While cross-compliance in farm 
commodity price support programs to encourage conservation will be difficult to en-
force, it is much less certain that enforcing conservation practices on all farm 
borrowers making use of subsidized credit facilities would be similarly handicapped. 
The key to this approach lies in the role that could be played by the Federal 
Land Banks. These banks now dominate the market for mortgage-based credit in agri-
culture. This role is not likely to diminish. Although the Banks are part of a 
cooperative credit system, owned by its member borrowers and not an agency of govern-
ment, the fact remains that access to national credit markets available to the Banks 
involves an element of public support. Even an ultimate public guaranty is implied. 
The system results in favorable credit terms for agriculture. 
There are both political and economic reasons why this favored credit position 
should be continued, but under conditions that will maintain and enhance the quality 
of the land and water resources so financed. A requirement that the beneficiaries 
of credit from the member organizations of the Farm Credit Administration, and from 
the Farmers Home Administration too, should practice conservation farming seems 
justified, feasible, and enforceable. 
Administratively, a decision to require conservation farming by recipients of 
FmHA loans could be implemented by direct enforcement through agency officials. In 
practice, this may be difficult, since those qualifying for FmHA loans as beginning 
farmers may be least able. financially, to make current investments in conservation 
that will payout only in the long run. Their need is for current income. In con-
trast, the justification for public aid to this group of fanners to enable them to 
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start out with good conservation practices is very strong. Public interest in 
private conservation efforts should be most easily defended in the start-up period 
in farm enterprises. If financial aid is given, this is the stage in the learning 
curve in which it would be most effective. 
A coupling of credit policy with conservation policy will be more difficult 
if attempted through the Federal Land Banks. The problem can be illustrated by 
the extensive use of FLB loans in developing irrigated agriculture using ground 
water from the Ogallala aquifer. In retrospect, many of these loans support an 
exploitive use of a non-renewable resource. Similar parallels can be drawn with 
FLB loans in states of the Corn Belt and Mississippi Delta, where the loans have 
financed highly erosive farming practices. The principal tool here must be educa-
tion, plus cooperation between the FLB and the SCS. A good basis now exists for 
this cooperation, but there is no present policy within the FLB system that requires 
a soil and water conservation plan as a qualifying condition for an FLB loan. This 
is an obvious area for the exercise of a public interest in private conservation 
practices. 
The third and surprisingly underutilized conservation tool is the property 
tax. In a recent exhaustive survey of state constitutional law, Massey and Silver 
have documented the avenues and limitations that now affect how state laws permit-
ting assessment of land at its agricultural use value are linked with conservation 
practices. All but two states now permit agricultural use valuation, and the 
authors conclude that there are no serious barriers to a requirement that minimum 
levels of soil and water conservation be a precondition for property tax reduction, 
through preferential valuation of land (Dean T. Massey and Margaret B. Silver, 
"Property Tax Incentives for Implementing Soil Conservation Programs Under consti-
tution Taxing Limitations," Denver Law Journal, Vol. 59, No.3, 198L pp. 485-535). 
In all three of the approaches outlined above, cross-compliance, credit 
policy, and tax policy, a SUbstantial commitment of public support and funds to 
private landowners and users is already being made. No new payments to support 
conservation practices would be needed. We have tools at hand and policies in 
operation that can be adapted to conservation goals. All that is lacking is the 
political will. If the current concern about soil and water conservation is not 
brought into focus on these opportunities for public choice, we will have missed 
an opportune moment that may not recur in our lifetime. 
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SOME CONSERVATION ISSUES IN MISSOURI 
Robert J. Bevins and Coy G. McNabb 
Professors of Agricultural Economics and Extension Economists 
The topic assigned to us is timely. We are coming off a decade when more 
of Missouri's rolling hills were plowed for cultivated crops as the export 
market strengthened and prices of grains and soybeans increased. In 1982 soil 
erosion in areas growing corn and soybeans on those hills was unusually severe. 
In 1982 Missourians voted a bond issue which authorized state funds for soil 
conservation. This gives a new thrust to this long time concern. 
In addition, many persons are taking a hard look at some of the old soil con-
serving prac~ices and at some of the newer practices to see how erosion can be re-
duced. As long time observers of the agricultural scene, it seems to us more people 
are now concerned about soil erosion than has been the case for many years. 
Progress has been made in soil and water conservation over past years, both 
across the nation and in Missouri. But many observers believe it has not been nearly 
enough. Recently, in glancing at a Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station bulle-
tin dated July 1947, we found this statement: "The first step in the improvement of 
rundown land is the prevention of mechanical losses of the soil. This is done by 
providing an abundant vegetative cover~ by terracing~ and by contour planting." 
This statement was made before so much fertilizer was used, before soybeans became 
a major crop, before corn plant population was increased, before herbicides were 
common, before we had no-till machinery, and before we utilized the erosion reduc-
ing capacity of residue left on the surface. In recent years we have even learned 
how to get good yields on "rundown land," albeit with a substantial increase in 
costs. 
We still want to minimize mechanical losses of soil. Some of the changes in 
farming since 1947 make that task easier,. but others make it harder. We now have at 
hand more than the three erosion control techniques that were named in 1947. But 
above all else, we want to make sure that the soil erosion control practices of to-
day fit the agriculture of today. Some past practices may need to be shelved. Some 
others have proved their worth. And there are still others that need to be experi-
mented with. It is obvious that flexibility is required if we are to escape the 
trap of promoting practices that are not widely or readily adopted by farmers. 
In today's agriculture large capital investments for mechanical practices to 
reduce any but the most severe problems are not likely to be popular with very many 
farmers unless, of course, they are heavily subsidized. 
So if we are to be successful in getting soil conserving practices applied to 
the land, care must be given to identifying those practices which have wide appeal 
to farmers and are effective in reducing erosion. 
It is a credit to the public agencies and organizations concerned with soil 
conservation that during the past year or two we have seen more action in trying to 
reduce erosion on farm land. Field days, tours, demonstrations, all have helped 
keep farmers and the public aware that soil erosion is a severe problem on many 
fields. 
We need to take a look at the issues in Missouri because we have new and ex-
panded programs. Many persons believe we cannot continue soil losses of the scale 
of the past few years without a very severe penalty. They point out that the long 
run consequences are too great. Even the short run consequences become obvious when 
we see country road crews cleaning topsoil out of the culverts and road ditches, 
when we need heavier applications of fertilizer just to get the same yield, and 
when we see gullies on cultivated fields that once were gully-free. 
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As our colleague in Nebraska~ Loyd Fischer, said, "No one who is concerned 
with erosion should ignore the adverse effect of gullies on the speed and efficiency 
of f~ld operations, especially harvest, and the possible damage to expensive equip-
ment." It is said that modern machinery may not be compatible with some of the old 
practices such as terraces, but Professor Fischer drives home the point that big 
machinery is even less compatible with gullies. 
As noted earlier, we are increasing our soil conservation efforts in Missouri. 
New programs are getting underway. And the boards and agencies responsible are 
struggling with decisions to be made. They want the best answers they can get. 
At least five major issues are worth identifying. Decisions about each will 
determine to considerable degree what progress will be made in actually reducing 
soil erosion in Missouri. 
Where Should the Money Be Spent? 
First is the important and continuing decision of where the emphasis should 
be placed. Where should the money be spent? Should programs be directed uniformly 
over the state or in those areas where soil loss is the greatest? 
There is a great deal of difference in the amount of erosion in different 
parts of Missouri. Erosion may be increasing in some areas where productive but 
rolling pastureland has been plowed and planted to soybeans, but many counties in 
south Missouri, for example, have less erosion today than was the case a few decades 
ago. The land has been shifted from row c~ops to grass and hay. A number of counties 
that at one time were planting 20,000 to 30,000 acres of row crops are now planting 
only a few hundred acres. Erosion in these areas is only a fraction of what it was 
before the significant shift was made from row crops to grass. 
If the public is to get the most "bang for the buck" there is little doubt 
where the emphasis should be placed. The initial emphasis must be on those areas 
of the state where there is severe erosion on rolling crop land. Politically, the 
pressures are to allocate funds across the entire state, regardless of where the 
marginal benefits to erosion control may be the largest. 
The agencies concerned have been struggling with this issue and have moved 
toward allocating more resources to those areas with greater erosion. Have they 
moved far enough? Do they have enough public support that they can continue to 
move in this direction? The decision they make is important if we believe that 
public programs can make a difference in reducing erosion from crop land. 
What Kind of Financial Incentives, if Any, Should be utilized? 
A second major issue concerns what kind of financial incentive is effective. 
cost-sharing for various soil conservation practices is a well established procedure. 
We think it likely that cost-sharing will continue to be one of the ways of encourag-
ing greater attention to conservation of land and water resources. If this be the 
case, we must face the issue of what criteria will be used to decide on which prac-
tices to cost-share. Of course there will be decisions as to what portion of costs is 
to be compensated. 
We could list a series of practices and agree to finance some percentage of 
costs or at some fixed amount on a first-come, first-serve basis until funding is 
exhausted. Or we could mount a serious research program to determine what subsidy 
level or levels would be necessary to get a practice adopted. We might study 
past responses to cost-sharing. 
The selection of practices to be cost-shared is even more difficult. It seems 
likely that the length of time a practice will contribute to greater soil and water 
conservation should be a factor. Also considered should be the technical effective-
ness of the measure. 
We all know that past programs have sometimes been justifiably criticized for 
using conservation as an excuse to transfer income. We are, we believe, going to 
be pushed into being careful to buy conservation with conservation money. In deal-
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ing with this we think the first issue to surface will be the relative allocation 
of funds -- in areas where erosion is greatest, or uniformly over the state. 
Principles of public finance would suggest that public funds should be used 
for conservation only when they really do buy increased soil and water conservation 
for as long a time as possible. Public relations necessary for sustained public 
support probably require that something identifiable be bought or at least that a 
long term commitment be made. A terrace is more identifiable than seeding to grass. 
A perennial grass is more identifiable than an annual grass. A sloping field given 
cost-shared conservation treatment this year and plowed next year will not encourage 
public support for soil conservation practices. 
Then there is the question that continues to be raised in Missouri and else-
where: will market forces bring about adequate protection of the land against ero-
sion or is public involvement required? Crosson and Miranowski of Resources for 
the Future have made the case that land holders will act to protect their land in 
their own interest without public involvement. They argue that any depletion of 
the soil will be reflected in the market value of the land. Therefore, farmers 
find it in their own economic interest to protect their land. They further state 
that public concern, except for research, should largely be confined to keeping 
soil losses on one farm from doing off-site damage. 
The Crosson and Miranowski view is not shared everywhere, but it is worthy 
of discussion. Those disagreeing point out that a number of other factors are in-
volved. (See Economic and Marketing Information newsletter, October 1982.) The 
first is knowledge. Landowners are not always aware of the amount of soil loss 
taking place or the best methods of control. The process of soil loss is so gradual 
that sUbstantial damage may be done before it is recognized. 
A second factor is that some individuals are more oriented to the long run 
than are others. Society's planning horizon surely is longer than that of some land 
owners. On the more fragile soils considerable damage can be done in less than one 
lifetime of farming. 
A third factor deals with the sensitivity of the market. Is the market sensi-
tive enough to distinguish between land that has been cared for properly and land 
that has suffered from sheet erosion? In periods of rapid land inflation, especially, 
there is reason to doubt that the market distinguishes clearly between land that 
has been protected and that which was unprotected unless, of course, gullies or other 
features are evident. 
A fourth and final factor that suggests the market may not bring about the 
adoption of adequate soil conservation practices is that some practices require a 
substantial capital investment. When incomes are low, a beginning low equity farmer 
finds it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to finance capital expenditures for 
soil conservation. Consequently, if new technology makes possible practices which 
require little or no investment and are cost effective, their adoption should take 
a giant leap forward. Incidentally, this is one of the strong points of what is 
usually called conservation- (reduced-) tillage. Although some costs such as pes-
ticides may increase, costs such as fuel are reduced and large capital investments 
in mechanical practices are not required. 
How Should Recommended Practices Be Determined? 
A third issue is how the recommended practices should or will be determined, 
and by whom. 
Research must have an important role. Early research at the Missouri Experi-
ment Station pointed out how severe the problem of soil loss could be. More recent 
research has investigated the erosion control effectiveness of crop residue. New 
technology and methods must be developed and evaluated. So research must continue. 
But the Experiment station is not the only actor on this stage. There are the 
agencies involved in working with farmers and land owners. Their programs need to 
be developed based upon research which helps determine what practices are effective 
so that use of public funds can be justified. The practices must be practical so 
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that farmers will adopt them. Farmers must have flexibility in adopting practices 
that will best fit their farm. We must avoid getting locked into supporting only 
one way of reducing erosion. We may even need to consider performance standards --
like specifying allowable losses and leaving the land owner free to decide how to 
achieve them. 
Trying to determine which practices should be emphasized in public 
requires a joint effort and considerable cooperation between researchers 
agencies concerned. How to achieve th~s coordination will be an issue. 
bility for jurisdictional dispute needs to be recognized and minimized. 
How will We Organize For Conservation? 
programs 
and the 
The possi-
A fourth major issue is how we will organize to implement conservation programs. 
We have SCS and ASCS which have components at federal, state, and county levels. 
We have the University at the state and county levels. At the county level we have 
the University related Extension Councils. We have the Missouri Department of Ag-
riculture and Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR) at the state level. 
At the state level, as a sub agency of DNR, we have the Soil and Water Districts 
Commission (SWDC) with special links to the county boards of the Soil and Water 
Conservation Districts. 
Then there are the citizens groups which represent organized interests. The 
Grange, Farm Bureau, Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth -- these come to mind, but 
there are others. Political parties also are important at all levels. 
How are these diverse groups to gain consensus and work together? The marble 
cake configuration makes it even more difficult. We do not have the blueprint, but 
we are quite certain that the issues are real. 
Who should handle the money? Controlling the money always makes for a lively 
issue. The recently authorized state bonds make matters even more complex. Should 
more than one agency handle cost-sharing or grant funds? 
The several million dollars which we may have from the bonds, we think, implies 
an expanded role in conservation for SWDC. If we are right about that, the SWDC will 
likely need to expand its role beyond that of state government liaison with the Soil 
and Water Districts and relate to all agencies and publics. will we make this 
possible or will we encourage a more parochial approach? Is new legislation needed? 
An effective soil conservation program for Missouri will require that all the 
agencies work together and provide farmers with approaches they can and will adopt. 
The key agencies are SCS, Extension, and ASCS. They all have local staffs and 
these local people in direct contact with farmers need to work together in support 
of the best Missouri program that can be put together. How do we encourage this 
cooperation and how do we make sure the program is the best possible? 
It is our feeling that Missouri has the Extension, ASCS, and SCS leaders to 
make possible the development of the approaches to practices and design criteria 
that best serve Missouri. But we suspect it will not happen without real determina-
tion and the willingness to confront issues as trusted friends. Somehow this must 
be done. These agencies have too much to offer each other and the people to allow 
us to consider any other out~ome. 
will Voluntary Programs Be Enough? 
A fifth issue: will voluntary programs be effective in reducing erosion to 
a satisfactory level or will mandatory programs be required? 
To date three approaches have been used in trying to get erosion reduced and 
conservation practices applied. These are (1) education and information, (2) finan-
cial incentives, and (3) regulation. 
Education and information programs have been conducted by a number of agencies, 
especially since the 1930s. The approach has been to provide information about how 
much soil is being lost and what technical assistance would be needed to prevent it. 
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Even before the 1930s, Colleges of Agriculture conducted research and educational 
programs aimed to bring about voluntary action to improve farming practices and re-
duce erosion. During the 1930s nationwide interest in soil conservation resulted 
in the establishment of the Soil Conservation Service. 
And a second approach was initiated -- financial incentives. That is, we 
began to subsidize recommended practices through cost-sharing and tax concessions. 
ASCS administered cost-sharing funds in their ACP program. 
The third way society has attempted to encourage soil conservation is the 
regulatory route. Laws and regulations have been passed by Iowa and other states 
and penalties can be assessed for those failing to conform. will Missouri follow 
in a few years? It depends on our conservation goals, technology, the effectiveness 
of education, and the political willingness to use police power as a means of re-
ducing erosion on those acres not already involved in voluntary programs. 
To be sure, a major factor in whether we pass laws and regUlations making 
certain practices or standards mandatory will depend on how good a job is being 
done on the land. A few careless and unconcerned land owners permitting heavy soil 
losses and gullies to form adjacent to a major highway will, no doubt, hasten the 
support of non-farm as well as farm people for mandatory legislation. 
We do not know the extent to which regulation is coming, but we are sure the 
political process will be struggling with this issue. Assuring the land is treated 
properly is a gain which, like any other, will be bought at a price. What we are 
sure about is that farmers and the traditional conservation establishment will not 
be allowed to decide these issues all by themselves. We are sure the resolution, 
whatever it be, will be via the political process and in this case a political pro-
cess which will not end at the borders of Missouri. 
Other Issues? 
We hope that by identifying and discussing these issues they may become easier 
to consider and resolve. Likely, important Missouri issues have been missed. We 
hope this conference will raise those issues. 
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THE ROLE OF FEDERAL/STATE AGENCIES: DNR 
Donald K. Wolf 
staff Dir~ctor, Soil and Water Conservation Program 
Missouri Department of Natural Resources 
My remarks will be brief because I do not want to repeat too many of the ideas 
that have already been expressed. I want especially to review the organizational 
relationships involved in developing state programs for soil and water conservation, 
and to report some of the initiatives that have come about in the state during the 
past year. I will comment on the state cost-share program that was initiated with 
funding this year. 
within the Department of Natural Resources I am on the staff of the Soil and 
Water Districts commission. The Commission is an appointed body. It has the respon-
sibility for developing programs for saving the soil and water of the state of 
Missouri. The Commission is chaired by Don Fischer from Lafayette county. Other 
members are Harold Clark, George Trial, Maurice Happel from Palmyra, and John Byrd 
from Sikeston. These are the appointed farmer members of the Commission. In addi-
tion, Dean Max Lennon of UMC's College of Agriculture is an important ex officio 
member of the commission, as is Fred Lafser, Director of the Department of Natural 
Resources. 
I want to make clear that these five people are the ones I work for. We are 
actively at work these days, and there is reason to be encouraged by the decisions 
the Commission is making in developing programs. 
In addition to developing programs, the Commission has the responsibility of 
administering -- directing to the Soil and Water Conservation Districts -- any aid 
that is made available through the state legislature. Money is made available in 
varying ways, never the same from year to year. The terms are a little different 
each year. In the last couple of years when state revenues have been down the pro-
cess has been excruciating. In submitting our budget the Commission makes recommen-
dations, which are included in the Department's budget. It in turn goes to the 
Governor and the Legislature. The Governor then makes his recommendations. The 
Legislature eventually appropriates the money that is made available to the Commis-
sion to administer the Soil and Water Conservation Districts. 
It is necessary to understand how this process works statewide. The process 
is important in getting any program initiated. When the Commission develops a 
program that requires legislation it has to work closely with the state Legislature 
to get the legislation passed. But no matter what it is, the legislation sometimes 
comes easy but the appropriation comes hard. We do need appropriations to initiate 
the programs. 
Each Soil and Water Conservation District is governed by four locally elected 
farmers and a local Extension specialist. These make up a board of five members. 
Several important developments in the state during the last year are worth 
knowing about. The entire program of the 1981 Governor's Conference on Agriculture 
was devoted to soil conservation. At the conference the Governor announced the 
soil conservation loan program for young farmers, to help them pay for their share 
of the cost of soil conservation. A million dollars has been made available and 
is available today to young farmers throughout the state. A Governor's Task Force 
on Soil Conservation was announced there. It is headed by James Boillot, Director 
of Agriculture. The Task Force is developing programs that we will be looking at 
in the future. 
Another action of the last year was the appropriation of a million dollars of 
general revenue to initiate a state-wide cost-share program. Anyone at all familiar 
with the budgetary and appropriation process will appreciate how significant a million 
dollar expansion was during the last fiscal year. The action needed the support of 
two Department Directors and the Governor and a lot of citizens including those 
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attending this seminar. I believe the program was funded because the Governor's 
conference of last year and other activities such as this seminar have helped to 
make people of the state of Missouri aware that we do have a serious problem. And 
that serious problem is excessive erosion that is threatening our agricultural pro-
ductivity. The Soil and Water Districts Commission, when it addressed that par-
ticular problem, said, "What can we do about it?" 
The first thing that is done is to look at the incentives available to farmers. 
The federal programs have been around for a long time. The Commission looked closely 
at the ACP program administered by ASCS, and found that it had one serious deficiency. 
The deficiency is that it is not funded at a level to address the problems of the 
state. So a state program was put together. It passed the Legislature -- enacted 
by both houses with one dissenting vote. It was tailored to address the erosion 
problem and the erosion problem alone. It was developed as a voluntary program. I 
recognize the issues in the voluntary versus regulatory design of programs as dis-
cussed at this seminar. But the laws the Commission is administering were set up 
in recognition of the fact that today the people of Missouri will probably respond 
more readily to a voluntary than a regulatory program. In other words, it is an 
attempt to make soil conservation cheape4 not an attempt to make erosion more ex-
pensive. 
The Missouri program was developed to complement the federal program, not to 
compete with it, and we work very closely with Morris Westfall and his staff in 
developing the program. When the rules were put together the Commission retained 
the responsibility for allocating the appropriated funds to the participating Soil 
and Water Conservation Districts. The Commission also has the responsibility of 
annually developing a list of eligible practices. Thus the Soil and Water Conserva-
tion Districts get an allocation of money and a list of eligible practices and it 
is the responsibility of the five-member board of each District to determine which 
land owner gets how much for which practice that is on the eligible list. 
We told the Soil and Water District supervisors, when examining the applica-
tions presented to them, to ask themselves two questions: what would the practice 
do to reduce erosion, and should society pay? We feel those are two very important 
questions. 
The real challenge facing us in administering soil and water conservation 
programs is to make sure they are efficient and effective. That is not always as 
easily done as said. It is difficult to get the money where the problem is. I 
would like to commend the Commission for some of the decisions it makes -- some of 
those made at a meeting just before the date of this seminar were courageous. In 
any state cost-share program a person is required to be a land owner and sign a 
maintenance agreement, so as to eliminate some of the problems alluded to here at 
this seminar; he must be a cooperator in the District, and must have a conservation 
plan as approved by the District. At the meeting I have referred to the Commission 
decided to add an additional requirement, namely, that to be eligible for state 
cost-sharing the land must be above T. Such a rule would probably be followed any-
way but it will likely be made a formal one as a result of the meeting. 
In conclusion, I want to say that I am highly encouraged in that the people 
of the state of Missouri are aware of the fact that we do have excessive erosion. 
I believe the targeting concept that the SCS has been using has spotlighted certain 
areas of the state -- has made the people more aware that we have a serious erosion 
problem. Money is available for cost-sharing. In addition to the million dollars, 
there will be bond issue money. Initial sale of bonds in February 1983 should make 
approximately three million dollars available for soil conservation in the state. 
I am encouraged that the people are willing to work together. Organizationally 
the puzzle fits together. There is enough for everybody to do, and I cannot see 
any lack of cooperation among the various agencies involved. I am confident we 
Can address the conservation problems of the state of Missouri. 
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THE ROLE OF FEDERAL/STATE AGENCIES: ASCS 
Morris westfall 
State Executive Director 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
Conservation is a big challenge, not only to us but to future generations. 
The economic situation presents difficulties to individuals trying to operate a 
farm currently, but SCS people tell us it takes a hundred years to build an inch 
of topsoil when Mother Nature works under ideal conditions. If we lose that top-
soil it cannot come back automatically. 
I concur with Dr. Raup that protecting topsoil -- the ability to manage and 
conserve natural resources -- has a lot to do with the longevity and strength of 
nations. 
I believe my role is to explain what we at ASCS are doing and how our program 
works. As background, ours is the oldest operating program in the field, having 
been authorized in 1936. It is designed to protect natural resources -- soil, water, 
woodland, and wildlife. The law authorizing ACP (Agricultural Conservation Program) 
authorizes $500 million annually. In recent years the actual appropriation has 
been about $190 million. Earlier, the amount had sometimes been higher. 
From time to time ever since the Truman administration an effort has been 
made to whittle down the ACP program. On the other hand, the program has always 
been popular with Congress. In the last two years when I have been associated 
directly with the program the appropriation has been $190 million nationwide. 
Originally that meant making $7 million available to Missouri, on a cost-sharing 
basis, for conservation practices. 
Paul Larson will explain the targeting process, in which SCS has a lead role, 
but five percent was to be withheld for targeting the first year, another five the 
second, and so on. So this year we are receiving approximately $6,667,000. The 
withheld money is put into a pool in Washington, to be redistributed for special 
projects in targeted areas. 
Last year, in Missouri we received $530,000 for targeted areas. So we received 
a little more than was withheld. In states getting back less than the withholding, 
the program is not very popular. 
In the year prior to October I, 1982 the $530,000 went into 10 counties in 
the Green Hills region. The rest of the money, $6-2/3 million this yea~ will be 
distributed among the 114 counties based on a conservation inventory taken about 
1970. The money has been distributed on that formula for several years. 
In addition, we have what we call no-year funding. In other words, unlike 
the state government requirement for annual reappropriation we can carry money for-
ward. We have $1.4 million unobligated already in the counties to carry forward, 
plus we have some other money obligated that has not yet been approved and spent so 
far as the individual farmer project is concerned. 
We also have the forestry improvement program, approximately $40,000 annually, 
to do work in that area. 
Jack Provin, longtime ACP program specialist, relates -- and I concur -- that 
four conditions must be met in order to get conservation. Farmers must want to 
perform conservation practices. I think most do want to; however, that is an educa-
tional responsibility. Government needs to be involved in educating and in provid-
ing incentives for farmers to want to perform conservation. 
We need the funds. We need them from private, state, or federal sources or 
local services. Historically, funding has been a cooperative effort and likely 
will be so for some time. We have to have materials and services, which are 
private enterprise. We have to have technical services, and again the obligation 
falls on government. 
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I think the generation that has farmed the land since World War II did an 
excellent job until the early 1970s. Then something slipped. The economic situa-
tion may have worked against conservation. Perhaps we have not educated a new 
generation of farmers. Tenant farming has been a contributing factor. In the 
situation, government has a responsibility. 
In the ACP program the law authorizes up to 75 percent cost-sharing. Histori-
cally we have thought in terms of 50 percent and thereby are able to help more farm-
ers. This decision is normally made at the county level. It's 50 percent of the 
average cost of a particular practice. The figure may not match the expenses of an 
individual farmer. 
We have an annual program, for a given year. We also have a long agreement 
where we will contract with a farmer, setting the money aside and obligating the 
money for a three to 10 year program. If a farmer wants to work out a long range 
project for desirable conservation for his farm we will obligate the funds for a 
three to 10 year period to work with him. 
Twenty-six practices for cost-sharing in conservation are approved at the 
national level. The Missouri state committee selected 22 of these practices plus 
one special wildlife project to be approved for Missouri. Each county committee 
can select from among the 23 practices, choosing what it wants for its county. 
The authority is at the local level and we believe in the grass roots support and 
effort on the part of the county committee. 
We have a pilot project going in Missouri called the variable cost share pro-
gram. In it, consideration is given to percentage improvement -- the percent reduc-
tion in soil loss resulting when a practice is established. The T value is taken 
into account, as is the amount of soil loss under current farming practices -- that 
is, before the conservation practice is established. cost-sharing in the pilot 
program can vary from five to 75 percent, depending on the improvement made. This 
program is popular in some areas because it is a form of targeting at the local 
level with regard to what practices are really doing the job. 
Also, one county is using land classification, as a pilot project. cost-
sharing is made available for a given program according to that land classifica-
tion. This has met with some popularity, but on the other hand there is a tendency 
to get cost-sharing in instances where there is not much improvement, as on class 
one soil that is entirely level. 
As another topic for brief mention, we have our acreage reduction program, 
which gets into the conservation area. For 1983 there is a 20 percent set-aside on 
wheat and feed grains. This should be considered in relation to conservation. We 
can cost-share on that set-aside land for conservation practices and use it for set-
aside through 1985. 
cooperation and communication among agencies have been mentioned at this 
seminar. I think we all have an obligation to look at the needs in the state, and 
to work together without worrying too much about who gets the credit. I really 
believe that we in Missouri are trying to follow that rule. 
THE ROLE OF FEDERAL/STATE AGENCIES: SCS 
Paul F. Larson 
State Conservationist 
Soil Conservation Service 
The Soil Conservation Service is a technical agency with several federally-
funded programs supporting its resource activities. Seventy-five percent of our 
annual budget goes for providing assistance to land users in conservation planning 
and application of practices within the 110 Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
of Missouri. 
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We work extremely closely with the local Districts, and through our partner-
ship with them, boards are developing long range programs, identifying priorities, 
and guiding the activities of the Soil Conservation Service. We, in turn, provide 
technical assistance to Districts to help them carry out their program and prior-
ities. In a very real sense, we are a federal agency under local direction. 
We see our role as assisting District cooperators in developing complete con-
servation plans for each acre. The conservation planning process includes present-
ing alternatives to solve resource problems. This gives the landowners an opportunity 
to decide which alternative best meets both their objectives and their pocketbooks. 
Once a decision is made, the Soil Conservation Service is there to help in getting 
the selected practice on the land. I want to emphasize here that we need to present 
landowners a complete resource management system that will protect our soil re-
source base. Reliance on a single practice will not get the job done. There is no 
single practice "cure-all" for our erosion ills. 
The last two years have pointed this out to all of us. We saw fields that were 
eroding with no-till, and we saw high amounts of erosion in terraced fields. It is 
obvious that we must approach the problem with a mix of solutions. Practices such 
as conservation tillage, terraces, waterways, underground outlets, and so on, are 
all needed; and they all have their place. 
Regarding the question, "What can SCS do in the future to get more and better 
conservation on the land?" there are some areas I want to mention: 
1. SCS will be working cooperatively with other agencies in identifying and 
displaying the real cost of erosion# both to the individual and to society. 
I am satisfied that we are not measuring and presenting all the consequences 
and costs of uncontrolled erosion. For example, how severely are yields 
being reduced because of past erosion; can we afford to replace natural 
productivity of our soils with costly fertilizers; what are the consequences 
of not doing conservation? 
This year trial field studies conducted in cooperation with the University 
of Missouri-Columbia indicated that yields are affected by erosion more 
than we have realized. The study compares one erosion phase with another 
on the same soil group and same field, with the same management and the 
same crop. Besides loss in crop productivity, other variables such as 
timeliness of operations, energy use, and labor requirements need to be 
evaluated. 
2. I see our major role as one of providing more conservation alternatives to 
each individual on individual farms. We are improving our delivery system 
to include more information on the benefits and costs of doing conservation 
work. We are evaluating the use of computers for conservation planning, 
for designing practices, and for developing cost alternatives. 
3. We intend to maintain a basic level of assistance to soil conservation 
districts throughout the state, but we must target the lion's share of our 
technical assistance efforts to the most critically-eroding areas of the 
state. Our major priorities are, firs~ to address the eroding cropland 
acreage, and second, to address the upstream flooding that is taking 
place. 
4. We will provide local district boards and ASCS committees with better 
resource data so they can identify where their cost-share programs can 
be used to get the greatest conservation return for each dollar spent. 
5. Data from our soil surveys and resource inventories will be shared with 
other agencies and organizations to insure that fuller use is made of 
the information. 
We are presently conducting 23 surveys with the support of the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources and UMC Extension, and we have about 52 per-
cent of the state's land area mapped. There are many uses for a soil 
survey, but, basically, it is necessary before any serious planning can 
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take place on the land by any individual or agency. Hopefully. through 
this continuing effort we will have the entire state mapped by 1994. 
In 1977, SCS completed the state Resource Inventory and the data were 
used extensively for planning and for meeting the requirements of the 
Resources Conservation Act. This year we have completed a resource in-
ventory that will provide statistical information on the major land re-
source areas of the state. The data will be most useful in identify-
ing the location and extent of our resource problems. We are working 
closely with the UMC Geographical Resources Center to develop a system 
to maximize the use we and others can get from this inventory. 
6. We will continue to emphasize the need to work together in order to 
stretch our resources and not duplicate efforts. There is a role for 
each of us and we need to develop ways of exchanging information. To-
gether we must encourage the best use of land and especially work to 
make our grassland and woodland more productive and less attractive to 
convert to cropland. Conservation tillage offers an innovative and cost-
effective approach to saving soil and improving profit on many farms. 
For widespread adoption, SCS will work with Extension and the agricul-
tural industry. 
7. Local and state government will be addressing the problem of agricultural 
farmland loss and urban erosion in several areas of the state. As a 
federal agency, we see our role as that of providing resource information 
so local people can make sound land use decisions. We have soils informa-
tion and a new computer-assisted program called "Land Evaluation and site 
Assessment" (LESA). These will be available upon request. 
8. Other resource problems exist that can only be met with technical and 
financial assistance projects sponsored by local units of government. 
Watersheds, river basins, and RC&D areas fall in this category. Our 
role will be to continue to assist units of government in the identifica-
tion and planning of these areas. 
9. We have a duty, along with other agencies and organizations, to inform 
people about conservation problems and opportunities. This can only be 
done through activities such as conservation education in our schools, 
meetings such as this seminar, and a dynamic information effort designed 
to reach the public. 
I see many challenges ahead for the Soil Conservation Service. I do not see 
larger budgets for personnel and for operations. As a technical agency, however, 
we will respond in a positive manner, confident we can help make a difference. We 
will do our best to conserve our agricultural land for the production of food and 
fiber for future generations. 
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CONSERVATION CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS 
Peter C. Myers 
Chief, Soil Conservation Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
There is very little debate today, in or out of Washington, over the value of 
soil conservation, just as there is little disagreement over the evils of soil 
erosion and other forms of soil degradation. Soil erosion from the action of wind 
and water is occurring in the united States at the rate of more than six billion 
tons a year, and practically everybody agrees that this waste of resources cannot 
be allowed to continue. 
Some of our more philosophical soil scientists, who look at our soils from 
the standpoint of geological time, remind us that wind erosion helped build some 
of the deep soils of the Midwest, for example, and that erosion from water created 
a Mississippi Delta. 
Our own clocks, however, run on human time, and we see soil erosion covering 
up crops, robbing our farms of productivity, and polluting water. There is nothing 
good to be said about soil erosion in the short run. 
My own view -- and the reason that I temporarily stopped farming and moved to 
Washington -- is that soil erosion is the most serious natural resource problem that 
our country faces today, if only because it takes so long for nature to create soil 
and so little time for man's activities to destroy it. 
The real debate over soil erosion has to do with how much it will cost to re-
duce it; who should pay the bill; what units of government should be involved, and 
to what extent; and how to improve present programs and approaches to bring erosion 
under control. 
Estimates of Erosion Loss 
There also has been debate this year over how fast erosion is taking place 
and whether current rates of soil loss constitute a kind of emergency. 
For many years, the Soil Conservation Service has been saying that on humid 
soils of the midwest and eastern united States, farmers can afford to lose as much 
as five tons of soil per acre per year -- that a loss in that range will be replaced 
through natural processes. This summer, however, the Congressional Office of 
Technology Assessment concluded that new soil is formed much more slowly than 
that -- no faster than half a ton a year. 
The difference between half a ton of soil and five tons sounds very large, but 
there is less scientific disagreement here than was first apparent. The Congressional 
agency was talking about building soil from the bottom up -- from the slow breaking 
up and decomposition of rocks. SCS scientists point out that soil is also being 
produced from the top down, through the decomposition of plant and animal matter and 
the addition of various conditioning materials. So we continue to think most farmers 
can lose considerably more than half a ton of soil a year and still keep farming 
over the long run. 
There is danger in all statistics and mathematical averages, however, that 
people will take them too literally. The 5-ton loss figure is valid for the deeper 
soils east of the Mississippi. It is not valid for a number of thin soils, where 
practically any erosion threatens to reduce productivity. Neither is it valid for 
arid soils west of the lOOth Meridian, where most rangeland can tolerate a soil loss 
of no more than two tons per acre per year, and some even less than that. 
Generalities about soil loss are of only limited use when we get down to speci-
fic cases. Each farmer has to learn to manage his own soils for sustained use. The 
chief value of the current discussion over average rates of soil loss is that it 
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helps remind Americans that the less soil we lose, the better. We cannot afford, 
as Iowa points out to us, to continue to export two bushels of soil with every 
bushel of corn or soybeans. For no matter what you may read about hydroponics in 
the Sunday supplements, topsoil is still the best, most energy-efficient medium for 
growing crops, and we had better keep as much of it as possible on our land. 
Tools Available 
personally, while I recognize the threat of erosion, I am optimistic about 
our prospects for reducing it. We have many tools today for dealing with erosion 
and we are sharpening those tools to make them even more effective. 
First, SCS and other USDA agencies have a good delivery system. In two years, 
SCS will be 50 years old. Not many Federal agencies formed in the experimental 
years of the New Deal have survived so long, no matter how useful their original 
purpose. SCS has stayed in business partly because it has a professional cadre 
that has served a genuine need of farmers. 
The second reason for my optimism is participation in our programs of the 
soil and water conservation district. The local district has, in my opinion, been 
the salvation and the strength of the Soil Conservation Service. I don't know of 
any other way to make such a broad national program work in as many different re-
gions with their many different kinds of farming and ranching. without districts, 
I don't think a voluntary soil conservation program would have succeeded. 
Districts not only guide local conservation emphasis and fine-tune national 
programs to meet local needs, but they also are quick to get the word to us in 
Washington if we propose policies that seem in the field to be lame-brained and 
bureaucratic. That keeps us on our toes. 
Another probable cause of SCS survival is USDA conservation cost-sharing under 
the Agricultural Conservation Program, which is administered by the Agricultural 
stabilization and Conservation Service. This program also is adjusted to meet 
local needs through county ASC committees. Over the years, it has survived attempts 
by Administrations of both parties to cut it back or eliminate it. Without debat-
ing the pros and cons of ACP, there is little doubt that when used to help finance 
longer- term conservation measures, ACP cost-sharing has resulted in the application 
of significantly more soil conservation on the land than would otherwise be the 
case. 
I am also optimistic about our ability to improve USDA programs to make them 
more responsive. SCS technical assistance and the ACP are only two of some 30 
activities in the Department of Agriculture that deal with soil and water conserva-
tion. Conservation research is carried out by the Agricultural Research Service; 
cooperative state research is coordinated by another agency. The Extension Service 
has primary responsibility for communicating research results to farmers and 
ranchers, and the Farmers Home Administration directs loan programs that often in-
volve funds for conservation improvement. My own agency, in addition to providing 
technical assistance to farmers, also administers the small watershed program, the 
Great Plains Conservation Program, and several other activities. This multiplicity 
of agencies and programs occasionally makes for duplication and confusion of pur-
pose. 
The RCA 
Secretary of Agriculture John R. Block -- who like President Reagan is a 
strong supporter of soil and water conservation -- is working hard to improve 
coordination among USDA agencies, partly through the so-called "RCA process" that 
he inherited from his predecessor. The RCA is agency shorthand for the Soil and 
Water Resources Conservation Act of 1977, which called for an appraisal and 
analysis of current resource conditions and programs and for new USDA conservation 
program recommendations based on those findings. 
Responding to that Act has brought about more face-to-face discussion and 
healthy debate over conservation within USDA than at any other time in SCS his-
tory. It has also brought about widespread public participation and debate. The 
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result is a published appraisal of the state of soil and water today, an analysis 
of various alternatives for dealing with erosion, and a Secretary's RCA program 
that will make significant changes in the way the Department carries out its soil 
and water conservation activities. 
That program is awaiting final approval of the Presidential transmittal 
message to Congress before being released. Meanwhile, many features are already 
familiar to the public. Secretary Block discussed much of the program this summer 
at the Midwestern Governo~s Conference in Des Moines, so I will not be giving away 
any secrets jf I touch on some of its content here. 
One aim of the Secretary -- and of all of us concerned with USDA conservation 
programs -- is to improve inter-agency relations and to avoid working at cross pur-
poses as we carry out our agency missions. We have made it clear to our field 
people, for example, that any differences with other USDA people must be resolved 
quickly and quietly. 
Communications between agencies are better than ever. Next March, for in-
stance, the Agricultural Research Service will begin a 7-month campaign to dissemi-
nate more information on soil and water conservation research. Other USDA agencies, 
including Extension and SCS, will cooperate in this all-out effort. 
Improved inter-agency coordination also should result from the agreement on 
conservation priorities that is embodied in the RCA program. The number one priority 
for soil and water conservation is to reduce soil erosion where it is threatening 
productivity. We estimate that roughly one-third of the nation's cropland is erod-
ing today at rates that will reduce crop yields. A SUbstantial part of this crop-
land is here in the Corn Belt. Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois are all experiencing 
average annual soil losses above the 5-tons-per-acre mark. 
The second Department priority is a dual one: to reduce wastage of water 
used in agriculture through better systems of water conservation and to reduce up-
stream flood damages. Upstream floods are projected to claim a much bigger toll 
in the years ahead unless measures are taken to prevent them. 
We have other priorities, but in this time of fiscal restraint, they will 
have to take a back seat to these two: reducing soil erosion, and water conserva-
tion and flood protection. Bringing down federal expenditures is an essential 
part of President Reagan's program to reduce inflation and the tax burden on the 
American taxpayer. Budgets for USDA programs will have to come down, along with 
the budgets of most other non-military programs. We have no choice but to find 
ways to get more conservation applied at less cost to the American people. 
Targeting of Funds 
One method of accomplishing this goal is by targeting funds and personnel to 
areas where soil erosion and water shortages are most critical. Targeting may well 
be overduei in past years, critics of USDA conservation programs have pointed out 
that conservation funds have not always been used to correct the most serious 
problems first. 
Today both SCS and ASCS have begun targeting funds and assistance in a gradual 
and orderly way. Our plan is to redirect conservation technical assistance and cost-
sharing funds to critical areas at the modest rate of five percent a year, starting 
with 1983. By fiscal year 1987, a maximum of 25 percent of such funds will be 
directed toward solving problems in targeted areas. The other 75 percent will con-
tinue to address the less critical but nevertheless real conservation needs of the 
rest of the 3,000 districts taking part in USDA conservation programs. 
The RCA program defines a critical area as one where the problem, if left un-
treated, would significantly impair the long-term productive capacity of resources. 
The problem must also be extensive enough to have a national impact on meeting fu-
ture needs in farm production. 
Missouri is one of the first states to receive targeted funds 
Hills area. 
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in the Green 
Targeting so far is getting a mixed reception from districts and from Con-
gress, but we hope to so administer the program that acceptance will broaden. 
In time, we hope that the fears of those who think they are being short-changed 
by targeting will be allayed. It should be transparently clear that the most· 
serious soil erosion -- the kind that is stripping cropland of 20, 50, even 100 
tons of soil a year -- must be dealt with in a prompt and concentrated effort. 
We also are seeking ways to encourage more participation in soil and water 
conservation programs by state and local units of government. As I have pointed 
out, soil conservation has never been exclusively a federal program, and states 
have been putting more and more money into soil conservation in recent years. 
They also have been passing more and more conservation legislation to supplement 
federal activities. The recent Missouri bond issue, which includes funds for con-
servation, is one instance. There is also a healthy trend toward more local ac-
tion. A well-publicized example is the new ordinance in the blow-out area of 
Weld county, Colorado, that provides penalties for plowing up fragile soils. 
To encourage even more state and local participation, the 1983 budget for SCS 
proposed $10 million for matching grants to districts, which would have been ear-
marked for increased technical assistance. Since neither appropriation bill approved 
by the House and Senate contains the grant proposal, we assume that it is dead for 
this year. We hope grants will be approved for 1984i we are convinced that they 
will prove effective in encouraging more action at the state and local level. 
We are also going to tryout new incentive plans and other new ideas for en-
couraging more farmers to apply conservation, but we will experiment with them on 
a limited scale to see what works and what doesn't. 
Conservation Tillage 
Finally, we are going to try to sell more farmers on conservation systems that 
include conservation tillage and no-till. We are very optimistic about the prospects 
for controlling erosion with such measures. While more research is needed to improve 
conservation tillage systems, I have no doubt that answers will be found to solve 
problems as they arise. Conservation tillage is already the fastest growing farm-
ing system in history. 
In 1972, fewer than 30 million acres of U.S. cropland were under conservation 
tillagei during the current year the figure is 106 million acres or about one-fourth 
of all cropland. About 10 percent of this total is no-till. By the year 2010, we 
estimate that 95 percent of all U.S. crops will be grown under conservation tillage 
systems. 
On a majority of soils in the United States, conservation tillage is by far 
the most cost-effective approach to reducing soil erosion. Data on alternative 
systems applied on one soil in northern Missouri are illustrative. Conventional 
tillage there -- or clean-tillage -- results in erosion loss of more than 40 tons 
of soil per acre per year. At that magnitude of loss, the topsoil cannot last 
very many years. Conservation tillage applied on the same soil cuts soil losses 
to about 15 tons per acre per year and actually costs the farmer $3.50 less per 
acre than conventional tillage. 
No-till reduces soil losses on the same soil even more, from 40 tons per 
acre to 12 tons, and it still costs the farmer somewhat less than conventional 
tillage -- 67 cents per acre less. The right kind of crop rotation applied in 
conjunction with no-till can reduce erosion still more, getting it down to 2~ tons 
per acre, for no more than the cost of conventional tillage. 
Those are the kinds of cost figures that will bring more farmers into the con-
servation tillage camp. It is the single best hope of American agriculture for 
bringing soil erosion under control and maintaining the productivity of America's 
IIfood and fiber factory.1I 
Research is also being conducted in other promising areas, many of them cal-
culated to improve basic understanding of just how erosion takes place. Scientists 
also are finding new and ingenious ways to obtain more accurate information about 
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our resources, some of them employing remote sensing data and featuring computer 
analysis of digitized maps. 
SCS is also taking action to slow down the annual loss of 675,000 acres of 
cropland to non-farm purposes. We have designed a technical tool to help state 
and local officials evaluate alternatives for farmland protection. The purpose of 
the LESA system, which stands for Land Evaluation and Site Assessment, is to help 
protect the best agricultural lands in important farming areas from urban encroach-
ment. The LESA system is winning more and more adherents at state and county levels, 
including the midwest. 
All these good things will not just happen; they will require hard work, sound 
administration, and careful management of funds and people. Nevertheless, I believe 
we are going to get our resource problems under control, and seminars such as this 
one are helping to promote the understanding needed to get the job done. The new 
directions embodied in the RCA program, combined with new research findings and the 
bright promise of conservation tillage systems, will enable us to protect our soil 
and water, even as we expand international markets for farm commodities. I firmly 
believe that soil and water conservation in fue united states will continue to set 
the standard of excellence for all the countr~es of the world. 
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GETTING CONSERVATION PRACTICES ADOPTED: 
A FARM MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT 
Myron Bennett 
Extension Economist, Farm Management 
A number of conservation practices are recommended and used rather widely 
in Missouri. Among these are conservation or reduced tillage, terraces, contour 
planting, grass and forage production, and crop rotations. Other practices such 
as strip farming have not caught on in Missouri. 
Conservation or Reduced Tillage 
Conservation tillage is in the spotlight just now as the method of controlling 
erosion in Missouri. It holds this position because it may not require a large 
capital investment and because it has the potential of lowering annual production 
costs without affecting crop yields. The combination is a winning one at a time 
when farm profits are very low. Thus, reduced tillage provides an opportunity for 
farmers who are heavily leveraged and short of cash dollars to reduce erosion with-
out making more long term investments with borrowed money. 
The following table illustrates why farmers with heavy debt are unable to adopt 
conservation practices that require additional investment. 
Table 1 
Effect of Equity position on Cash Dollars 
Value of assets 
Sales 
Cash expenses less interest 
Cash balance 
Interest at 12% 
Income tax and social security 
Family living expenses 
Cash for principal payments and new 
investment 
Percent owner 
100 50 
$540,000 $540,000 
175,000 175,000 
120,000 120,000 
55,000 55,000 
32,400 
18,500 2,545 
15,000 15,000 
21,500 5,055 
eguity 
25 
$540,000 
175,000 
120,000 
55,000 
48,600 
510 
15,000 
-8,750 
Data in Table 1 suggest that any farmer with less than 50 percent equity has 
financial commitments that will force conservation practices to take second place. 
Yet, in order to exist, the same farmer is forced to produce crops that tend 
to create erosion. The net return to land for 10 major crops produced in Missouri 
explains why (Table 2). 
Forage Crop Production 
Grass and .forage production is another method used to reduce erosion. Actually, 
forage production is the natural method of conserving soil. When the very low or 
negative net returns to land, i.e., from mixed hay, grass and other hay, cropland 
pasture, and non-cropland pasture, reported in Table 2 are combined with the -$21 
return to beef cows in Table 3, it is not difficult to understand why high priced 
pasture land has been switched to soybeans, wheat, and grain sorghum production. 
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Table 2 
Eight-Year Average Gross Returns, Non-Land Costs, and Net Land Returns for 
Ten Major Farm Crops Produced by Missouri Mail-In Record Cooperators 
(1974-81) 
Per acre costs and returns Rank in net 
Crop Gross Non-lr-nd Net land per-acre 
return costs return2 return 
Soybeans $186 $102 $84 1 
Corn (grain) . 194 160 34 5-6 
Corn silage 214 171 43 3 
Grain sorghum 150 116 34 5-6 
Wheat 124 86 38 4 
Alfalfa hay 185 134 51 2 
Mixed hay 75 76 -1 9 
Grass and other hay 50 62 -12 10 
Cropland pasture 19 17 2 8 
Non-cropland pasture 16 13 3 7 
lIncludes all per-acre costs other than interest on land value. 
2Net return in excess of all costs, other than interest on land investment. 
Thus, it is the return remaining to pay for the use of the land investment. 
Source: victor E. Jacobs and Carrol Kirtley, "Alfalfa: The Crop for Conserva-
tion and Profit?" FM 82-8. 
Table 3 
Six-year Average Value of ProdUction Vari-
able Costs Including Feed, Total co~ts, & 
Return to Management for Beef Cow/Stock 
Calf and Dairy Enterprises (Mail-In 
Record Data, 1974-79) 
Beef 
cow/calf 
(per cow) 
value of production $284 
Variable costs in-
cluding feed 212 
Total costs 305 
Return to management -21 
Dairy 
(per cow) 
$1,804 
1,211 
1,620 
184 
The low returns from beef cows partially explain why beef cow numbers in 
Missouri have dropped by 20 percent from their peak in 1975. Nationally, numbers 
dropped only 13.4 percent. 
Yet we have farmers with little or no debt, ready for semi-retirement, who 
turn to forage crops and beef cattle production. Thus age, no-debt, and the de-
sire to continue to farm cause people to choose a combination of enterprises that 
reduces erosion. 
Crop Rotations 
A system of crop rotations has been and remains a method of controlling ero-
sion. But for many farmers, some rotations do not supply adequate income. 
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Table 4 
Net Annual Land Returns from Each crop and Overall, in 
Soybean-corn, Soybean-corn-wheat, and Corn-wheat-hay Rotations 
Net annual land returns Eer acre 
Crop 2 year 3 year 3 year 
rotation rotation rotation 
Soybeans $M $M 
Corn 34 34 $34 
Wheat 38 38 
Mixed hay 
-1 
Average net land return 59 52 24 
Farmers are using the three-year rotation of corn, soybeans, and wheat. 
However, those with financial pressures do not use the three-year rotation which 
includes a hay crop. Thus, corn, wheat, and hay crop rotation, once highly re-
commended as an erosion control practice, is not currently used by most farmers. 
Terraces 
Terraces have been successfully used to control erosion for many years. 
They are permanent and have a long life expectancy if properly maintained. 
Terraces control erosion on areas where other practices tend to fail. Even 
conservation tillage tends to lose its potential on land having steeper than 5 per-
cent slopes and on gullied fields. 
Terraces have become less popular because they are costly to construct. Con-
struction costs are running from $150 to $400 per acre depending on steepness of 
slope, type of outlet used, and whether they are parallel or contour terraces. 
Terraces have to be treated as a long-term investment because they cannot pay 
for themselves in a two or three year period. But given 10 years or more they 
can meet the cash flow commitments if the initial investment is controlled. 
The cost of terracing can be borne -- can be repaid -- in four ways apart from 
value of erosion control as such. These are: 
1. Reclaiming of land. A well planned water management system can reclaim 
5 to 10 percent of land on many Missouri farms. Land reclamation pro-
vides an opportunity to gain production from wasteland. 
2. Enlarging of acreage of high profit crops. As much as $10 to $30 more 
annual net income can be obtained. 
3. Partial financing via government cost-sharing programs. 
4. Similar aid from income tax savings. 
For example, let us assume a terrace system costs $300 per acre. The cost 
sharing program of 50 percent reduces the farmer's net investment to $150 per acre; 
70 percent reduces the cost to $90 per acre. Fanners can deduct up to 25 percent 
of gross farm income as a conservation expense for terrace construction, in income 
tax reporting. If a farm is in a 40 percent tax bracket (both federal and state), 
tax savings can reduce the cost of the system appreciably. 
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Rate of government cost sharing .......... 0,% 50,% 70,% 
Net cost after cost sharing .............. $300 $150 $90 
Reduction from tax savings (40%) ......... $120 $ 60 $36 
Net cost to farmer ....................... $180 $ 90 $54 
Farmers with heavy debt obligations are paying little or no taxes and do not 
have extra dollars with which to match the government cost sharing program even at 
the 70 percent level; and they do not get much, if any, reduction in cost from tax 
savings. Low farm earnings can slow down terrace construction. 
NoW let's consider some of the opportunities we have available to get conserva-
tion practices adopted on Missouri farms. 
I personally feel our opportunities for selling conservation practices have 
never been better. Two heavy rainfall years in a row -- 1981 and 1982 -- have cer-
tainly reminded everyone that Missouri soils will erode. Soil erosion has been 
widely publicized as one of our most serious problems. National TV programs and 
other news media have focused on soil erosion. Non-farmers as well as farmers are 
concerned. 
Our greatest opportunity lies in our ability to develop a set of practices 
that fit Missouri soils and topography. We are so specialized we tend to allow 
technical matters to get in the way of making practical, economical recommendations 
that farmers will adopt. 
Each farm operation is different. Each family has its own needs and because 
of its financial position has distinctive goals, likes and dislikes, etc. Yet we 
tend to make the same exact and precise recommendations to everyone. We should be 
able to develop a conservation system (a combination of practices) or conservation 
plan that is compatible with family needs and physical features of the farm. 
Such a plan for a specific farm might include: 
1. Conservation tillage practices on fields with broad ridge tops having less 
than 3 percent slopes. 
2. A combination of practices on land having 3 to 10 percent slopes, such as 
conservation tillage and terraces. 
3. Forage production on land having 10 to 12 percent slopes. Grass and legumes 
would be produced for pasture and hay crops. 
The system should consider the size and kind of machinery, location of field 
boundaries, crop rotations, livestock program, and access to fields from the farm-
stead. A conservation plan based on this kind of thinking and flexibility makes the 
farm operator and his family feel the system is tailored to fit their needs and 
business goals. The approach sells the adoption of conservation practices because 
it is oriented to the needs and goals of people. 
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GETTING CONSERVATION PRACTICES ADOPTED: 
AN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIST'S VIEWPOINT 
David E. Ervin 
Professor of Agricultural Economics 
At this point in the program of this seminar we will accept one assertion 
without further question: the unaided private market will deplete soil at a rate 
higher than is socially desirable. Other speakers have outlined the different 
reasons why on-site and off-site damages support this assertion. It follows, 
therefore, that public sector agencies of assorted types must encourage and achieve 
greater use of conservation practices than private landowners will accomplish. Of 
course, the Soil Conservation Service, Agricultural stabilization and Conservation 
Service, Soil and water Conservation Districts, state natural resource management 
agencies and others have been pursuing this objective since the 1930s if not longer. 
My training as a resource economist suggests various mechanisms for achieving 
greater soil conservation. They include (1) education and technical assistance 
programs 7 (2) financial aid via t~x write-offs and subsidies, and (3) direct con-
trol or regulatory techniques, such as performance standards. l Past government 
programs have used the first two, but shied away from the latter for obvious 
political reasons. 
The major point of this brief paper is that it is unwise to apply any of these 
techniques without first understanding the process that landowners follow in decid-
ing whether erosion is a problem, and if so which conservation practices to employ. 
I will argue that the appropriate decision process contains elements from many 
disciplines, economics, sociology, psychology, and the physical sciences. For that 
reason, little research has been devoted to studying the decision mechanism. We 
all are aware of the disincentives for performing multidisciplinary research at 
universities. 
This discussion has three major objectives: (1) to present a general model 
of the farmer's decision process for adopting and using soil conservation practices7 
(2) to identify different factors that may constrain the decision to adopt, arid the 
appropriate mechanism for altering the constraint7 and (3) to discuss special con-
servation problems on rented land. 
Decision Model of Adopting and Using Conservation Practices 
The figure below portrays the hypothesized decision process affecting soil con-
servation practice use (Ervin and Ervin).2 As presented, the model only applies to 
owner-operator decisions. Rented land poses special problems for soil conservation. 
The process begins with the recognition of an erosion problem. What actually 
constitutes an erosion problem is of course a matter of personal judgment. Three 
factors can affect perception. First is personal characteristics, such as education 
and conservation attitudes, which may cause a greater recognition of potential ero-
sion damages. Physical factors, termed erosion potential, obviously influence per-
ception in that the effects of erosion are more apparent on land subject to greater 
lThere are other possible techniques for treating externality situations: (a) com-
mon law resolution, (b) completely vesting private property rights to allow private 
markets to internalize external effects, (c) moral suasion, and (d) nationalization 
of the resource. In the case of soil erosion, none of these seems appropriate ei-
ther for reasons of technical feasibility or political acceptability. 
2The interested reader is referred to Christine A. Ervin and David E. Ervin, for a 
full presentation of the model and related discussion (see references). 
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Personal Factors 
Education 
Orientation to Farming 
Conservation Attitudes 
Perception of 
Institutional Factors 
Education and Technical Assistance 
Erosion ~------------------., 
Decision to Use Soil 
Conservation Practices 
, 
, 
Soil 
Conservation 
Effort Problem 
Physical Factors 
Slope Length 
Slope Degree 
Soil Erodibility 
Net Farm Income 
Debt Level 
Off-Farm Income 
Economic Factors 
Discount Rate/Planning Period 
Risk Aversion 
Farm Type 
Decision-Making Process for the Use of Soil Conservation Practices 
soil loss. Finally, institutional factors, such as various federal and state 
government programs, can heighten perceptions of erosion problems. 
If an erosion prob~em is perceived, a landowner must decide which and how 
many practices to apply. This step can be influenced by (1) personal factors, 
such as education and farm experience, as they bear on perceived erosion control 
benefits and costs; (2) physical factors, which can dictate the appropriate type 
and number of practices (e.g., contouring and terraces) i (3) economic factors con-
straining practice use (e.g., net farm income, debt level); and (4) institutional 
factors including technical assistance and cost-sharing for eligible practices. 
Many previous studies stop at the second decision component in their analysis 
(e.g., Taylor and Miller). It is critical to analyze also what factors may influence 
the total farm soil conservation effort. Effort is defined here as the reduction 
in erosion achieved by a farmer over the level that would occur without any con-
servation practices. This depends on the effectiveness of the practices applied, 
their maintenance over time, and the extent to which the farm is covered by needed 
practices. All four types of factors can be said to influence effort. Management 
ability, a personal factor, can affect proper practice application and maintenance. 
Erosion potential, a measurement of physical factors, defines the potential pro-
ductivity benefits to conservation. Economic factors, such as net farm income, 
closely indicate the amount of capital available for erosion control. Finally, 
institutional factors, such as the number of acres cost-shared, should influence 
the extent to which practices are applied. 
3It is possible to env~s~on a farmer who does not perceive an erosion problem, but 
still decides to apply practices. This might be the case if he is attempting to 
avoid future problems, or is trying to capture tax benefits available through prac-
tice application, or derives some personal satisfaction unrelated to erosion con-
trol from using practices. Surely instances of these kinds are a minority. 
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Implications for Practice Adoption 
What insights about programs for encouraging the adoption of practices does 
the model provide? First, and perhaps foremost, is that the process of deciding to 
adopt and use soil erosion control methods is complex, having several components. 
Focus on only one component is likely to fail to achieve public soil conservation 
goals. For example, additional cost-sharing monies may alleviate economic con-
straints that prevent adoption for some operators, but will not likely enhance other 
farmers' perceptions of serious erosion problems. Different farmers have different 
constraints and different programs will be required to remove them. 
More specific implications come from a recent study that tested the decision 
model for a random sample of Monroe county, Missouri farmers (Ervin and Ervin). A 
list be10w shows factors that were significantly associated with the different deci-
sion components: (1) perception of the degree of erosion problem; (2) number of 
practices used; and (3) soil conservation effort. The minus or plus in parentheses 
beside the variable indicates whether it was negatively or positively associated 
with the component. 
Significant Factors Associated with Soil Erosion P£oblem 
Perceptions and Soil Conservation Practice Use 
Perception of Degree of Erosion Problem 
Erosion potential (+) 
Education level (+) 
Number of Practices 
Education level (+) 
Perception of degree of erosion problem (+) 
Risk aversion (-) 
Cash grain farm (-) 
Soil Conservation Effort 
Erosion potential (+) 
Education level (+) 
Perception of degree of erosion problem (+) 
Cash grain farm (-) 
Percentage of acres receiving cost-sharing (+) 
Erosion potential and education level were the only two variables signifi-
cantly associated with perception of the degree of erosion. Not surprisingly, 
these results imply that farmers with more erosive lands (e.g., steeper slopes) 
are more likely than others to perceive serious soil loss prob}ems. The signifi-
cance of education suggests that higher educated operators are more likely to per-
ceive the seriousness of erosion on their farms. The policy implication emerges 
that educational programs could pay handsome dividends in raising the awareness of 
those farmers who may have serious erosion problems but do not perceive them as 
significant. Such programs should contain the best data available on productivity 
losses and other costs from unabated erosion. 
Factors influencing the number of practices used were more numerous. Percep-
tion, education level, and risk aversion stem primarily from personal characteristics. 
such findings may imply that operators with higher education levels and lower risk 
aversion are willing to try a wider range of practices. Education level was inverse-
ly correlated with farm experience, while risk aversion was positively associated 
with years in farming. Therefore, programs to explain the benefits and costs of new 
conservation practices to more experienced operators may be effective. The negative 
relationship with cash grain farms implies that their operators are less likely to 
use a wider range of practices. The data did not reveal whether this resulted from 
constraints on applicable practices or operator preferences (e.g., short-run profit 
orientation) • 
4 Adapted from Ervin and Ervin (see references). 
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The final decision component, soil conservation effort, showed significance 
with most of the factors affecting number of practices, but with two additional eco-
nomic-related variables. More severe erosion potential was an important influence 
in explaining variations in the amount of erosion reduction achieved. Presumably, 
this reflects the larger expected losses if conservation is not practiced on ero-
sive lands. Having a higher percentage of acres for which cost-sharing has been 
received also was associated with higher conservation effort. This finding indi-
cates that those receiving cost-sharing are more likely to achieve greater erosion 
control over their entire farm units than those who do not. Again, cash grain 
farms in general achieved less erosion reduction than the combination grain-live-
stock or livestock farms. An overall impression from these results suggests that 
a wide range of factors influence conservation effort, with economic factors play-
ing distinct roles. 
Several factors that might be expected to show significant effects on the 
decision variables did not prove to do so. Governmental conservation programs 
other than cost-sharing did not exhibit strong statistical influences. Also, 
variables measuring debt concern and conservation attitudes displayed insignifi-
cant effects. 
Rented Land -- A Special Problem 
The model and results reported above pertain only to owner-operated land. 
When rented land enters the picture, additional factors can complicate the adop-
tion of conservation practices. For some time, many persons have suspected that 
rented land poses special erosion control problems. The fact that approximately 
40 percent of U.S. cropland is rented suggests the potential magnitude of those 
problems. 
Data from a Monroe county, Missouri, study (Ervin) support the expected 
differential in erosion control on owner-operator and rented cropland. The cal-
culated erosion rate on rented land was 10.1 tons per acre, while the comparable 
owner-operator land figure was 7.8, a 29 percent difference. This finding is more 
impressive in that the rented cropland had a lower erosion potential than the 
owner-operator land. For cropland and pasture, the difference widens to 41 per-
cent, presumably reflecting the larger amount of owner-operator land in pasture. 
As expected, the data also showed that a significantly greater percentage of the 
owner-operator than rented cropland in the sample received various conservation 
treatments. 
These empirical results confirm what might be expected, but do not reveal why 
the differences occur. Also, the factors that cause the differences are the ones 
to be addressed in any effective conservation program for rented land. Many writers 
have commented on the reasons for expecting different conservation behavior on owner-
operated than rented lands (e.g., Wantrup, Bunce). Typical leasing provisions, it 
is said, often fall short of providing the same incentives for conservation on 
tenant- as on owner-operated land. Unless the lease is structured such that the 
landlord and tenant will capture the benefits from conservation expenditures in the 
same proportions as their expenses, incentives for erosion control are weakened. 
Additionally, landlords as a group may be older than owner-operators, and therefore 
have shorter planning periods. 
A key element to promoting erosion control on rented lands is communication 
between landlord and tenant. Equally important, as stated above, the lease must 
be structured so that both parties share conservation costs in the proportion of 
benefits to be received. The same Monroe County, Missouri, study cited above 
(Ervin) ~ound that the presence of such cost-sharing provisionsswas the only signifi-
cant factor associated with lower erosion rates on rented land. Still, these find-
ings do not explain why some landowners place conservation practice cost-sharing 
provisions in their leases and others do not. One might suspect that landlords and 
tenants who are related or have a long standing personal relationship would be more 
prone to do so. A fertile area for further research is to study how leases are 
formed and how lease provisions for cost-sharing in conservation practices can be 
encour aged. 
S Lease type and length did not show statistically significant effects. 
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Lacking any readily apparent programs for rented land conservation, we ask 
what might be done. Surely, a first step is to educate landlords about the relative 
severity of their erosion problems. This might pay special benefits for absentee 
owners who are unaware of day-to-day operations. Also, model leases with cost-
sharing provisions for erosion control could be explained to both landowners and 
tenants. Finally, if these programs will not suffice, it may be necessary to devise 
special annual cost-sharing arrangements for tenants to encourage continued use of 
practices such as conservation tillage or contouring. 
Conclusions and Implications 
Public soil conservation programs have come under careful review recently 
(e.g., u.S. General Accounting Office). This is not surprising given the present 
fiscal climate. Taxpayers should be assured that public funds are being spent 
wisely. It is generally reported that soil conservation programs have not effec-
tively met their goals. Given the complex decision process explained here and the 
normal administrative problems in government programs, the finding is not surpris-
ing. The appropriate question is how to change the programs in the future to 
attain realistic goals. 
We are now in a period when the federal government is restructuring its soil 
conservation programs, and states are developing their own sUbstantial programs. 
Obviously, this is an opportune time to shed light on what changes could improve 
program performance. 
After conducting soil conservation research for more than five years, my 
strongest feeling is that any program emphasizing only one or two mechanisms (e.g., 
cost-sharing) will not succeed well. As argued in the preceding discussion, the 
decision to use soil conservation practices is a many faceted one. Numerous factors 
cloud any broad generalization. Effective future conservation programs will have 
to contain mUltiple components to deal with different conservation situations and 
clienteles. 
More specifically, no one standard operational procedure for developing farm 
conservation plans will apply to all cases. Some farmers are in a cash flow bind 
and simply cannot consider expensive structures. Additionally, they may need as 
many acres of row crops as possible to remain liquid. Yet they may be receptive 
to trying conservation tillage. Other farmers may have high equity levels but 
resist conservation efforts because they are unaware of the eventual damage to 
productivity. In those cases, simple educational programs may suffice. Other 
farmers may prefer a certain type of practice, such as terraces with grassed water-
ways rather than underground outlets, for one of a number of reasons. Conservation 
programs should accommodate such variation in preferences, insofar as possible. 
No doubt, our past soil conservation programs have accomplished much. We 
have retained the basic voluntary cost-sharing approach begun in the 1930s, but it 
has fallen short. Incorporating flexibility to accommodate individual farmer and 
farm conditions would seem likely to improve that performance. If not, regulatory 
efforts may be just around the corner. 
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GETTING CONSERVATION PRACTICES ADOPTED: 
AN ENGINEER'S VIEWPOINT 
Donald L. pfost 
Extension Agricllltllral Engineer 
Missollri's state cost-share program that now bllilds from a recent appropria-
tion of $1,000,000 to a portion of the fllnds available from a 1982 bond referendllm 
offers a prime opportllnity for Missollri farmers to adopt soil conservation practices. 
The local Soil and Water District boards of supervisors have the responsibility for 
determining how these monies shall be spent to receive full value per dollar. I 
will set forth some of my opinions -- though they are subject to change as I observe 
the program in action. 
Obviously, state cost-share monies should be used to secure the most tons of 
soil conserved, over time, per dollar spent. In general, and especially in north 
Missouri, permanent practices such as terraces and waterways should be preferred. 
From the farmer's standpoint, the cost per ton of soil saved by terraces will be 
rather high, but from the state's viewpoint, terraces are a "one-time" expenditure 
and may, over future years, result in maximum soil savings per dollar of state money, 
depending llpon terrace life. 
tions 
built 
up by 
ing. 
fore, 
costs 
When I think of soil conservation in Missollri, visions of terracing demonstra-
with whirlwind terracers and small blades come to mind. The first terraces 
on our farm in the late 1930s still protect the land. On a field that was cut 
many uncrossable ditches, most rows are well over 1/4 mile long after terrac-
It was expensive and difficult to control erosion then, as it is now. There-
we built terraces in slack seasons with plow, blade, and scoop. Maintenance 
have been nil. 
Terraces and other structural practices seem to have a public relations value. 
They serve as a visible reminder of an effort to control erosion. To be -most effec-
tive they often need supporting measures such as conservation tillage. But they 
also tend to encourage the use of other practices, e.g., terraces combined with 
contouring. 
Contouring is one of the most cost-effective of all conservation practices, 
especially on short, moderate slopes. It can reduce erosion by as much as 50 per-
cent on slopes up to 8 percent gradient and 200 feet in length. Problems with contour-
ing inclllde point rows and concentrations of water in drainageways, which may re-
quire sod to prevent gullying. Thus, farmers may be willing to work across the slope 
bllt may not be willing to accept the point rows associated with "true contouring" 
without the encouragement from terraces. 
Strip-cropping is another cost-effective soil conservation practice that can 
be utilized with or without terraces, but is seldom employed in Missouri. Used with 
terraces, strip-cropping may allow wider terrace spacing while maintaining tolerable 
soil losses, or grass/legume buffer strips may be planted on the "point-row portion" 
of a terraced field. Contour strip-cropping may be used without terraces. Slope 
steepness governs the allowable width of alternate strips of meadow (or small grain) 
and row crops. Alternate 100-feet-wide strips of meadow and row crops can reduce 
erosion by as much as 75 percent on slopes up to 400 feet in length. 
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Use of alfalfa in the meadow strips should produce maximum returns with a 
strip-crop system. An educational effort and/or cost-sharing may stimulate use of 
these low-cost and cost-effective conservation practices, i.e., contouring and 
strip-cropping. 
Conservation tillage seems to be a practice whose time has come. Conservation 
tillage systems range from no-till through strip-tillage and ridge-planting systems 
to reduced or minimum tillage systems (systems which do not employ a moldboard plow). 
No-till planting is best adapted to well drained soils with moderately coarse 
to coarse textures that tend to dry and warm up faster than more level and finer-
textured soils. Soils of three percent or more slope are usually well drained and 
subject to erosion, thus, candidates for no-till planting. 
No-till 
management to 
tory chemical 
and machinery 
fertilizer. 
planting, especially on unfavorable soils, requires a high degree of 
obtain consistent, high yields. Obtaining good stands and satisfac-
weed control are common problems for the novice. Low labor energy 
. , , 
requ~rements may be offset by higher costs for herbicides and nitrogen 
A residue cov7r of 60 to 90 perc7nt resi~ue may reduce erosion 80 to 90 percent 
or more, compared w~th bare, fallow so~l. Typ~cally, 60 to 90 percent residue may 
reduce erosion for continuous corn by approximately 70 to 90 percent compared with 
conventional tillage (plowed). 
The high level of residue associated with no-till systems, which may delay 
planting in the spring, frequently results in better moisture conservation and higher 
yields during dry years. 
Reduced (or minimum) tillage systems produce more consistently high yields 
than no-till, with an apparently lower management level required. A chisel or disk 
is the usual primary tillage tool. Leaving 20 to 50 percent residue on the surface 
after planting may reduce erosion by from 25 to 60 percent with continuous corn, as 
compared with conventional tillage. 
Like contouring, conservation tillage without terraces may require grassed 
drainageways wherever water concentrates, in order to prevent gullying. Dr. James 
Gregory has discussed slope steepness and length limitations for varwus residue 
regimes. 
winter cover crops are another low-cost conservation practice that fits well 
into typical Missouri cropping systems. For example, wheat following soybeans (or 
corn removed for silage) can be a profi~able and soil-conserving practice. A small 
grain (rye is fine) winter cover crop can provide an excellent residue for no-till 
planting in the early spring. The green, growing grain can help to remove moisture 
from the soil for earlier planting. In a dry spring, the grain should be killed 
well ahead of planting to prevent excessive moisture removal. 
Myron Bennett has discussed the opportunities and problems with crop rotations 
and seeding land to grass and grass-legume mixtures, especially during a time of low 
cattle prices. Either alfalfa or alfalfa-grass mixtures offer the best potential 
for profit with this type of forage program. The soil conservation benefits of a 
meadow can be maximized when combined with contour strip-cropping. 
I would like to play the devil's advocate with regard to terrace construction. 
I shall propose building small, closely-spaced terraces that have relatively low 
and constant grade (e.g., 0.33 percent grade). These terraces will obviously have 
many crooks, turns, and point rows since they essentially follow the true contour 
of the field. To minimize the amount of land and dollars to construct grassed 
waterways for terrace outlets, this devil proposes to maximize the length of the 
terraces and, thus, minimize the number of waterways (practical limitations for 
terrace length might be about 1200 to 1600 feet). Some gully filling and land 
smoothing may be desirable before the terraces are staked out and constructed in 
order to smooth curves and prevent ponding. 
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Admittedly, these terraces, though crooked and prone to point rows, are re-
latively low cost to build since soil is moved perpendicularly to the terrace and 
not hauled along the terrace as in the "cut and fill" construction of some parallel 
terraces. Since all cuts and fills are relatively the same depth, we are not ex-
posing extremely deep subsoil cuts which may not produce profitable crops for 
several years. By spacing terraces closer and adjusting the height along the 
terrace length according to the volume of water, cut depths could be further minimize( 
The trend in recent years has been to build parallel terraces as straight as 
possible, frequently using underground tile outlets to avoid relegating potential 
crop la~d to grassed waterways. In other cases, grassed waterways down every water-
course ~n the field have permitted short terrace segments with relatively steep 
channel grades that are not allowable on long terraces. Using steep channel 
grades, variable channel grades, plus variable cuts,and fi~l~ in constructing ter-
races facilitates the design of parallel terraces w~th a m~n~mum of sharp curves. 
(Farmers, obviously, prefer straight, parallel terraces.) 
Since terrace cost on a per-acre basis should be lower for fewer large ter-
races spaced farther apart, we have tended to space terraces wider apart as machinery 
size and terrace costs have increased. In many cases, no-till or mini-mum-tillage 
row-crop farming is required to prevent obvious erosion between terraces. with the 
gradient-type terraces we built in previous years, the flow of water between ter-
racces was essentially perpendicular to the terrace. Thus, the slope length, or 
path of water flow between terraces, was approximately equal to th7 terrace spac-
ing. ~s we straighten terraces from the true contour, we tend to ~ncrease the slope 
length for water flow between terraces. For example, , the slop~ length could be 150 
feet between straightened terraces where the terrace ~nterval ~s 120 feet. 
As we depart from closely-spaced, gradient terraces with constant cuts and 
relatively flat, non-erosive channel grades and tend toward the straight "doodle 
dam" (sediment and water control basin) approach, we seem to be getting more soil 
movement into terrace channels and into grassed waterways. Silt dams in terrace 
channels require maintenance to prevent wet spots from ponding. Sediment laden 
with herbicides and deposited in grassed waterways may cause grass kills and dimin-
ish outlet capacity, resulting in waterway maintenance problems. At this time, 
I am unaware of any data on the relative cost of terrace and waterway maintenance 
with various types of terrace systems. 
As for intial construction costs, a recent survey of professionals in Missouri 
produced the following averaged data: 
Gradient terraces 
Underground Outlet 
Cost Per Mile 
$2413 ($757) * 
$5186 ($1919) 
Field Slape (%) 
5 
6 
Cost Per Acre 
of Watershed 
$131 
$260 
($72) 
($97) 
*Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the data. 
The cost of constructing grassed waterways for terrace outlets averaged $892 
(s.d. = $341) per acre of outlet or $41 (s.d. = $38) per acre of watershed. Adding 
the cost of $41 per acre for grassed waterways to the $131 cost per acre for gradient 
terraces, we arrive at a cost of $172 per acre for gradient terraces compared with 
$260 per acre for underground outlet terraces. Thus the underground outlet terraces 
cost 51 percent more. Hence, if we want to maximize the number of acres protected 
from erosion per cost-sharing dollar, gradient terraces are first choice. If we 
have diff~culty finding takers for the cost-sharing monies in a given county, then 
cost-shar~ng on underground outlet terraces will utilize more dollars. 
In general, I feel that only the more affluent farmers should be encouraged 
to build underground-outlet terraces. 
Spacing terraces closer will decrease somewhat the soil movement between 
terraces. As an example, let's compare the estimated soil movement between terraces 
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with slope lengths of 60 feet and 120 feet on a Marshall soil with 6 percent slope 
in north Missouri. We will use a rainfall factor of 200, a K value of 0.32, a C 
value of 0.30 for continuous corn (spring plowedh and a practice factor of 0.5 for 
contouring. The LS factor is 0.52 for the 60 foot terrace spacing and 0.74 for the 
120 foot spacing. (These LS factors ignore the increase in ground slope caused by 
terracing.) 
Using the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), where A = R x K x LS x C X Pc' 
for the 60 foot spacing we have A = 200 x 0.32 x 0.52 x 0.3 x 0.5 - 5.0 tons per 
acre per year soil movement between terraces. Similarly, for the 120 foot spacing 
we find the estimated soil movement to be 7.1 tons/acre/year. 
If we assume that we add a 2 foot vertical drop between the top of one terrace 
ridge to the bottom of the next terrace channel, the estimated soil loss would be-
come 9.1 tons/acre/year for the 60 food spacing and 9.8 tons/acre/year for the 120 
food spacing (calculations simplified by assuming that the increased slope is uni-
form between terraces). Thus, we have an estimated 7 percent decrease in soil move-
ment between terraces by having the slope length between terraces. Soil movement 
on the front ridge slope has been ignored. 
A portion of the soil moving between terraces will be trapped in the channel 
and not lost from the field. If we assume a practice factor of 0.6 for the 60 foot 
terrace and 0.7 for the 120 foot terrace spacing, the respective soil losses from 
the field are estimated to be 5.5 and 6.9 tons/acre/year. A tillage system to reduce 
the C factor could be used to reduce the soil loss to acceptable values (below 5 
tons/acre/year) by retaining more residue on the soil surface. 
I feel that an opportunity exists for a concerted effort to develop demonstra-
tions of the effectiveness and economics of various soil conservation practices in 
various regions of Missouri. The Agricultural Extension Service has taken the lead 
in Tennessee and Mississippi in developing Research Management Conservation Demon-
stration Farms working cooperatively with related agencies such as SCS, ASCS, FmHA, 
and others. Maximum annual ASCS cost-sharing payments of $3,500 and other incen-
tives have been made available for demonstration farms. Through intensive planning 
efforts, farmers are offered various alternative plans to maintain or improve farm 
income while demonstrating conservation practices to control erosion at acceptable 
levels. 
Practices must be adapted to soil, topography, farm operation, and the indi-
vidual. Farms selected should have erosion problems common to other farms in the 
area and farming should be the principal source of family income. Farmer cooperators 
should have the financial resources and proven management skills necessary to imple-
ment the conservation plan. The farmer should agree to make records available for 
study and analysis as well as the use of his farm for demonstration of sound farm 
planning and management practices. Instrumentation to record soil losses and run-
off would add to the usefulness of such projects. Agencies could use the farms for 
training personnel as well as for public information and demonstration. 
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GETTING CONSERVATION PRACTICES ADOPTED: 
A FARM LEADER'S VIEWPOINT 
Merle Doughty 
President, Missouri Association of 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
While driving to this seminar I heard on the car radio a statement that it 
will be necessary to produce as much food in the next 40 years as was produced in 
the last 1,200 years. If the statement is accurate, and in view of our having 
lost half our topsoil in the last 150 years, we seem to be on a collision course 
with disaster. 
Most countries of the world have gone through a food crisis at some time 
in their history. We have not done so in the united States of America. Let us 
hope we do not have to go through such an experience before we marshall our re-
sources and conserve our land. 
There is really no way the erosion of our topsoil can be justified or re-
conciled. 
At a meeting I attended in Illinois data were presented contrasting spend-
ing $32 million per year to clear waterways of the reservoirs of topsoil accumulated 
on them, and only $1 million for soil conservation practices. 
Flood damage in northwest Missouri is estimated at $26 million a year. 
Other speakers at this seminar have hesitated to put a value on the 6 billion 
tons of topsoil lost in the United States each year. I will offer my estimate. It 
is $30 billion a year. That is more money than is made in farming. 
For far too long we have been satisfied with addressing soil erosion problems 
piecemeal. I believe the time has come when we must address total conservation from 
the top of each hill from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. 
Nor do I believe we have to wait for more research data before we address that 
topic. We now have enough knowledge, the technology, the materials, the machines, 
and if we but set our priorities in the right places the money to get conservation 
applied to land. 
In Missouri a lot that is good is going for us today. Much has been said at 
this seminar and I need not repeat. Governor Bond is aware of the erosion problem 
and wants to do something about it. Dean Lennon and research and extension people 
in the College of Agriculture here at UMC, Peter Myers in Washington and his staff, 
Paul Larson of SCS here in Missouri, Fred Lafser and his DNR people including Don 
Wolf and the Soil and Water Districts Commission, the 110 Districts, James Boillot 
and the Missouri Department of Agriculture, the ASCS, the state Legislature -- all 
these individuals and agencies are interested. They are really dedicated to work-
ing on the conservation problem and they do not care who is given the credit pro-
vided the job gets done. 
I am optimistic about the attitude now prevailing in Missouri. Missouri has 
solved problems in the past and will solve the conservation problem. I believe 
other states will eventually look to Missouri as a leader in conservation. 
On behalf of the Soil Districts in Missouri I thank the Extension Division and 
College of Agriculture for sponsoring this seminar. I appreciate the opportunity 
given me. And we of the Districts are grateful to all the farm leaders who took 
time to come and take part. 
: . 
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GETTING CONSERVATION PRACTICES ADOPTED: 
A RURAL SOCIOLOGIST'S VIEWPOINT 
William D. Heffernan 
Professor of Rural Sociology 
Getting soil conservation practices adopted on U.S. farmland presents us with 
opportunities stemming from four factors that are often overlooked: (I) farmers' 
perceptions of soil loss, (2) non-economic motives for farming, (3) non-farmers' in-
fluence upon farmers, and (4) norms concerning "good" farming practices. 
Perception of a Soil Loss Problem 
Most farmers are concerned about soil loss. Three sources of supporting evi-
dence are a Lou Harris nationwide poll (1980) of farmers' opinions, a UMC study of 
landowners' attitudes toward soil and water conservation in the Grindstone-Lost 
Muddy Creek project (Lasley and Nolan, 1981), and a study we conducted in Monroe 
county, Missouri (Heffernan, 1982). 
Many farmers, however, do not realize how much soil they are losing from their 
land. In the Monroe county study, 40 percent of the farmers interviewed said that 
given the practices they were using on their farms, they did not have a soil erosion 
problem (Heffernan and Green, 1982). Yet they were losing an average of 8 tons of 
soil per acre per year. I doubt these farmers were deliberately attempting to de-
stroy the productive value of their land, even though a preservation minded person 
would point out that the productive value of their farms was declining inasmuch as 
soil regeneration in the area is about 4 tons per year. 
We can discuss the best practices for reducing soil erosion and the economic 
costs and benefits, but if farmers are to change their practices, they must become 
aware that they do have a problem on their own farms. 
I can think of two reasons why farmers are losing soil twice as fast as it re-
generates and still feel they do not have a soil erosion problem. They may believe 
the loss of 8 tons per acre is not inconsistent with conserving the soil. It is 
partly a matter of terminology. Conservation of a resource means the prudent use or 
non-wasteful use of a resource, but it implies a resource may be utilized, even par-
tially destroyed. Conservation of fossil fuel means prudent use, but the resource 
used is lost for all time. Soil resources are renewable; with care they can be 
utilized for growing plants without losing the resource for future production. with 
the advent of T value the goal of soil conservation is to utilize the soil, but not 
destroy the resource in the process. This is more than conservation; it is preserva-
tion. 
Some farmers in Monroe county are losing 20 tons or more of soil per acre per 
year from their land. Relative to 20 tons, a loss of 8 tons per acre is conserva-
tion. It is not preservation, however. 
Not all farmers agree that the goal should be preservation. The emphasis on 
preservation has come largely from the environmental movement,which drew most of its 
support from the urban, upper middle class persons with a liberal political orienta-
tion. Although an effort was made in Missouri to include farmers in the 208 dialog 
which established the new T value, farmers were conspiciously absent in some county 
meetings. They even attempted to disrupt meetings in a few counties. Their frustra-
tion was undoubtedly the result of being brought into the decision-making process 
too late. The major decision had already been made and the movement toward preser-
vation was gaining acceptance. 
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The second possible reason farmers do not perceive they have a soil erosion 
problem is related to their lack of knowledge about what is happening on their 
farm. The major cause of soil loss in Monroe county is sheet erosion. Gully 
erosion is easy to see when a farmer must detour around a large cut in his field 
that previously did not exist. Rill erosion is apparent to the keen observer, even 
though the tons lost per acre are less obvious. However, sheet erosion is impossible 
for most farmers to perceive by visual observation from year to year. An under-
standing of sheet erosion requires a long term perspective to realize that the top-
soil in some fields is not as deep as it was 25 years earlier. 
The alternative method of understanding the loss of soil resulting from sheet 
erosion depends on rather abstract understanding and trust in information gathered 
on research plots by government agencies, including Land Grant universities. Many 
farmers are a little suspicious of such information or feel that it does not really 
apply to their particular situation. We must make a greater effort to inform all 
farmers of soil loss under different types of practices. 
Some local demonstration units which collect the soil that is washed off the 
land might be helpful to communicate this loss to those farmers who are less able 
to deal with abstractions. Let's be certain the farmers realize a problem exists 
before placing all our resources into making them aware of the solutions. Solu-
tions are relatively meaningless if existence of a problem is denied. Our first 
opportunity is to provide more information to farmers and involve them in helping 
to establish means of reducing soil loss. 
Non-income Motivators 
Our second opportunity comes from the fact that profit maximization is not the 
only factor that motivates farmers. Literature from the sociology of work indicates 
that both blue and white collar workers are motivated by more than economic benefits. 
There is no reason to suppose that farmers are any different. It is often assumed 
that large farmers are business oriinted and motivated only by profit maximization, 
but the empirical evidence is weak. 
For several years my colleagues and I have been interested in studying what 
motivates farmers and their reasons for farming. We first focused on farmers who 
sold or purchased bulls at the University of Missouri performance bull sale. Next 
we selected farmers who were members of the Missouri mail-in record association 
and who were cash grain farmers (Kliebenstein, et al, 1981). Most recently we have 
attempted to determine some of the motivational factors for the sample of farmers 
in Monroe county (Heffernan, 1982). In general, these data suggest that farming is 
both a business and a way of life. There are many goals the farm family is attempt-
ing to fulfill; increased income is a means to fulfill some of them. In addition, 
the farm must survive economically if the family members are to receive any of the 
other benefits they list as important. At this particular time, a large proportion 
of farmers find their economic survival threatened. Even today, however, many 
farmers who are relatively secure economically are able to pursue non-economic 
goals. Benefits such as "working out of doors and close to nature," "being c.ur 
own boss," and "passing something of value on to lOur children" were valued higher 
than was "income benefits received" by farmers in Monroe county. I do not wish to 
underrate the importance of the economic considerations in the adoption of new prac-
tices, but we need to be aware that not all farm management decisions are made on 
the basis of what is most profitable. 
Even when looking at profitability, the question remains as to whether fanners 
make their decisions on the basis of short term or long term assessments. An indi-
vidual may adopt a conservation practice because it will increase profits in the 
long run, while another individual may reject the same practice because it does 
not increase profits in the short run. Although most conservation practices may 
fall into the long run profitability category, short run calculations cannot be 
discounted when focusing on the adoption of resource conservation practices. A re-
cent study in Washington found that farming units which were operated by two genera-
tions of farmers (father-son) used more conservation practices than those operated 
IGilbert Fite describes the modern farmer as pursuing both a way of life and a 
business (see list of references) • 
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by only a single individual (Dillman and Carlson, 1982). This is probably a reflec-
tion of the planning horizon. 
Non-farmers Influence Producers 
Most of our government programs designed to reduce soil loss have focused 
only on the farmer. They have devoted little attention to the community. Farmers 
are highly dependent on bankers for capital and local equipment, and on fertilizer 
and seed dealers for other inputs. If a banker is not interested in providing loans 
to buy reduced tillage equipment or putting in terraces or waterways, the farmer may 
not have many options available to him. Likewise, the equipment dealer or chemical 
dealer might be influential depending on the input variables they make available to 
the farmer and the feelings they express to farmers about different practices. Other 
persons and organizations in the community also play a role in establishing a commu-
nity norm for soil conservation. For example, programs to reach the youth, such as 
4-H and FFA, usually have an impact on parents also. 
In certain parts of this state or country a majority of farmers follow soil 
conserving practices while in other localities little concern is demonstrated. The 
differences persist even though farmers in the different areas may face the same 
economic conditions. 
A few years ago, several of us visited farmers in Blackwater township of 
Cooper county who had recently constructed terraces. Only one of four farmers could 
give us economic information on cost of construction. Obviously, they had records, 
but the fact that they did not know the figures suggests their interest was not 
simply a matter of economics. 
Good Farming Practices 
In a farming community one quickly hears talk about who is a "good farmer." 
What is a good farmer? A good farmer is one who follows the practices prescribed 
for a given community. Often these practices are, or at least once were, related 
to operating a profitable farm in the area, but many of them may no longer be 
appropriate. 
For example, modern chemicals applied to seed and the disc openers on all 
modern planters reduce the need to work seedbed as much as was required when the 
old shoe type planter was utilized. Although available technology has changed, 
the practices which produced a level seedbed with small soil particles and no 
crop residue has often not changed. In addition, many of the farming practices we 
observed have been carried beyond what is economical. For example, relatively 
straight rows can be justified as economically important because less corn is lost 
from CUltivating and picking. But how straight must corn rows be? In many areas 
a farmer is evaluated by his neighbors according to the straightness of his rows. 
Although weed problems in soybean fields obviously can reduce yields, research 
data show that a few weeds may have no effect on yield. Nevertheless, some farmers 
walk their beans to be certain no weeds have escaped. They want a weed-free field. 
Most, if not all, of these practices have an economic rationale, but the norm 
in the community may encourage the farmer to go well beyond the economic justifica-
tion. 
Norms for evaluating farmers can SUbstitute for data on farmers' performance, 
which often are not known. In addition, farmers have their individual goals. The 
recourse is to judge farmers by the practices they follow. 
Adherence to community norms may go well beyond pride and involve social 
acceptance. In some places, protection of soil is very much a part of local status. 
There, a farm family would find itself to be socially isolated if its farming prac-
tices caused 20 tons of soil to be eroded from its land each year. 
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Summary 
In summary, I suggest that more emphasis needs to be placed on informing 
farmers of the amount of soil lost from their land when using specific practices 
and the possible short and long term costs of this loss. Secondly, we must con-
tinue to involve farmers in designing soil conservation programs that are most 
appropriate to their specific area. Finally, we must enlarge the target audience 
of conservation programs. Agribusiness persons as well as numerous others in 
rural communities can help develop a conservation norm for the community. Farmers 
are business persons, but they are motivated by more than just profitability. Most 
farmers would like to be evaluated as "good farmers" in their community. 
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SUM-UP OF THE SEMINAR 
J. Bruce Bullock 
Chairman, Department of Agricultural Economics 
In my welcoming remarks I predicted that the program would be as outstanding 
as it looked on paper. It proved even better than that. Speakers and persons in 
the audience discussed openly and well the problems and issues relating to soil 
conservation in Missouri. 
Like the farmer who said he already knows how to farm better than he does, we 
know how to conserve the soil better than we do. Hence, the discrepancy between 
the principle and the practice as implied by the title of this seminar. 
Rather than re-state the problems and issues expressed in other papers, I will 
treat the problem of soil conservation from a slightly different perspective. 
One thread running through the seminar's discussion was the relation of the 
private to the public or society's interest. Economists make these comparisons 
widely. According to my dictionary, society is defined as "a group of human beings 
broadly distinguished from other groups by mutual interests, shared institutions 
and culture -- the institutions and culture of a distinct self-perpetuating group." 
This definition suggests that we can conceive of society as a series of genera-
tions traveling through time. Viewed in this context, land and the environment are 
a unique resource and the vehicle on which our society travels through time -- the 
soil is our life support system for that journey. Thus, failure to maintain this 
life support system adequately becomes a serious social offense. 
Dean Lennon stated that we are living in the future. I offer a slight modifi-
cation: we are living in a future constrained by the past. Moreover, all future 
generations of our society will be living in a future constrained by the past. 
The past is a combination of the original endowment of natural resources avail-
able to the society and the set of institutions, rules, and regUlations that society 
has established to govern the use and conservation of those resources. As Peter 
Myers noted, our society has been blessed with an unusually rich endowment of natural 
resources. Furthermore, our ancestors were pretty shrewd fellows. They developed 
a set of institutions and an organizational structure that enabled our society to 
be organized so as to place only minimal constraints on personal freedom even as it 
made very effective use of its natural resources. Our ancestors committed relatively 
few errors in that process. However, this seminar has been dealing with the con-
sequences of what I would consider a minor error in the institutional structure 
established to direct the use and conservation of our land base. 
This error has to do ' withtha de.finition and assignments of natural resources 
property rights. That is, who can do what with specific resources and what are the 
social obligations associated with the use of society's limited resources? 
Given the definition of society as a self perpetuating group of human beings, 
society must deal with two types of natural resource property rights allocation 
problems: 
(1) resolution of conflicts between generations~ 
(2) resolution of conflicts between public and private interests within a 
generation. 
As Dr. Kelso mentioned, the definition and allocation of property rights between 
generations is an ethical question, and as such is beyond the realm of economics. 
I believe that our society has clearly established the ethical standards by 
which to judge the effectiveness of each generation's management of society's na-
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tural resources. It is reflected in what we often refer to as the conservation 
ethic. My perception of the conservation ethic is that each generation has the 
obligation to pass on to the next generation the natural resource base it inherited 
in at least as productive a condition as it was received. Better yet, we are ex-
pected to make a net contribution to its productive capacity as we develop and 
incorporate new technology into our production and conservation practices. 
The conservation ethic makes it unnecessary to establish any specific rules 
or institutions to deal with the distribution of property rights among generations 
so long as each successive generation abides by the ethic. 
The conservation ethic requires that each generation exercise restraint so 
that the flow of products produced does not tax the resource base beyond its 
capacity to replenish itself. That is, each generation must make an investment 
in the preservation of resources to fulfill its societal obligation to the next 
generation. A part of that investment will be an educational effort to ensure 
that the conservation ethic be maintained. 
The second set of questions relating to property rights is intra-generational. 
It involves resolution of conflicts between private and social interests within a 
generation. This is the area where our ancestors appear to have made some mistakes 
and it is the set of issues that our society has been trying to deal with for the 
past 50 years through the development of institutions such as Ases and seSe 
The basic problem lies in how we originally defined and allocated property 
rights with respect to land. Basically, we assigned unlimited property rights to 
each. parcel of land. The generally accepted attitude was -- it is your property, 
do what you want with it. This system of resource management worked reasonably 
well, as Dr. Kelso pointed out, when the flow of products we were trying to produce 
remained well within the capacity of the land resource to replenish itself. 
However, because land is a unique resource and because our society is operat-
ing under the self-imposed conservation ethic, there are problems with assigning 
unrestricted property rights. with acceptance of these property rights also comes 
society's responsibility to maintain the productive capacity of that land. Then 
with that responsibility comes the obligation and burden of fulfilling that obli-
gation. However, as unrestricted property rights were assigned to each parcel of 
land, these obligations were accepted only to the extent that the individual owner 
felt compelled to bear the burden of the conservation ethic for his parcel of land. 
Not all producers were willing or able to accept the Obligation and the associated 
burden. 
The creation of Ases and ses reflected an effort by our society to help correct 
what was perceived to be inadequate use of soil conservation practices. In many 
respects, the programs of the agencies have been quite successful. As Morris 
Westfall observes, major improvements were made in the management and conservation 
of soils between World War II and the early 1970s. But these programs did little, 
if anything, to alter property rights. We reduced the burden of the land owner 
to assume the responsibilities implied by the private property rights. 
Then in the mid seventies, the series of events that Dr. Raup discusses began 
to unfold. The combination of inflation, unusually high agricultural product prices, 
and an incorrect view of world food markets caused agricultural producers to expand 
production without adequate provision for soil conservation. Later, commodity 
prices fell as rapidly as they had increased, putting a squeeze on farm income, and 
on top of that, we have had in Missouri a series of unusually wet years. Those 
wet years, coupled with exposure to potential soil erosion caused by rapidly ex-
panded production, caused the most massive and severe erosion problems we had seen 
in over 50 years. 
The particular set and sequence of events of the past few years were unantici-
pated and, based on earlier experience, were even incomprehensible. The events 
have exposed a problem with our procedures for ensuring that the conservation ethic 
be upheld. We are painfully aware of the fact that we are not adequately using the 
soil conservation technology at our disposal. 
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Excessive erosion is the symptom of our problem. And the problem is that we 
made a mistake in assigning unlimited property rights to each parcel of land without 
making adequate provision to ensure that soil conservation be practiced. We hav~ 
in effect, given the land owner the right to let his soil erode if he decides that 
the application of soil conservation technology is not in his own best interest. 
This point is brought home by the story that James Boillot related about the 
two young men attending the meeting where Mr. Boillot was promoting soil conserVa-
tion. They regarded his suggestion that they should practice soil conservation as 
an attack on their personal freedom (their property rights, if you will). Their 
negative response raises an interesting question about farming. Is farming a right, 
or is farming a privilege? If farmers are, as we often refer to them, the stewards 
of the soil, then society may regard farming as a privilege that carries with it the 
responsibility to ensure that each generation fulfill its conservation ethic obli-
gation. 
There appears to be no disagreement among the participants at this seminar 
with the statement that there is a public (social) responsibility for soil conserva-
tion. Again the existence of ASCS and SCS programs reflects our social concerns 
about soil conservation. However, I suggest that we may have to deal more directly 
with the natural resource property rights question as part of our solution to the 
soil erosion problem. We have recognized, and at least partially corrected, similar 
problems in other areas of our economy. For example, we impose restricted property 
rights for the purpose of a right of way for roads, as well as other types of ease-
ments. Some of the programs to correct air and water pollution have involved rede-
fining property rights. Zoning laws are another type of restriction being placed 
on property rights. 
Redefinition of property rights is beginning to be used in the public battle 
against soil erosion. The recent laws passed in Iowa making land owners liable for 
off-farm effects of erosion are an example. The Cass County, Colorado, example 
given by Peter Myers is even clearer. There the county has taken away the right 
of land owners to use land in ways that damage neighbors. Other proposed programs 
such as cross compliance and some of the suggestions made by Dr. Raup are examples 
of restriction and/or redefinition that could be attached to property rights. 
Modifications in well established and time honored property rights do not 
occur without problems. If we were simply to pass a law that every land owner had 
to keep soil erosion at or below the T level for his property, some farmers would 
incur considerable financial hardship. In the process of redefining the property 
rights, it will be important to identify clearly the mix of private and public ex-
penditures required. Redefining property rights will not be popular with those 
farmers who have not kept soil erosion under control. It will have little impact 
on the land owner who already has controlled erosion. 
Th~re is no dOUbt that conservation pays. The question is, to whom and when? 
In some cases the soil conservation technology will pay dividends directly to the 
producer in a relatively short period. The producer can clearly be expected to pay 
for these types of soil conservation. For other practices, the pay-off will be 
stretched over long periods of time and may not even accrue directly to the land 
owner. In these cases, some type of public investment is both necessary and desir-
able. 
One of the primary unanswered questions is the appropriate mix of public and 
private investment for dealing with each erosion problem. It is clear that we can-
not expect farmers to assume all the cost of controlling soil erosion. However, a 
lot of unanswered questions remain that complicate the design of publicly financed 
soil conservation programs. For example, we heard several times the question, "What 
is a ton of soil worth?" The answer is, we don't know. During the past five years l 
if one looks at prices of land with different levels of erosion, one would conclude 
that the value of a ton of soil is zero. We know that isn't true. But we do not 
know what the value is. The land market during this period was operating in a con-
fused state, as noted by Dr. Raup. The distortions caused by uncertainty about 
world food supply and such made it impossible for the land market to reflect 
appropriate social concerns about soil conservation. 
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Markets are one of the most ingenious inventions of mankind. However, there 
are some things that markets cannot do. A land market where parcels are sold with 
unrestricted property rights will not achieve the socially optimal level of soil 
conservation. Our challenge is to figure out how to make the required changes in 
property rights in the most constructive and effective way. 
In summary, I am impressed with the discussion that took place during the 
seminar. It made a contribution to identifying the nature of the problem and the 
questions to be addressed. That, of course, is the first step in developing a 
solution to the problem. Among those attending the seminar were leaders who hold 
a responsibility for developing that solution. Also attending were many of us at 
the University, who are ready to participate in that process. We look forward to 
working with the state's leaders in developing solutions. 
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